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Tirana Film Institute is an Albanian
creative industry whose main focus
is based on promoting European
creative industry products in Albania
and cooperate with European
organizations in order to share
common audiovisual products such as
feature and short fictions, animations,
documentaries, experimental, video
art and student film in various forms.
Tirana Film Institute carries out its
activities in organizing artistic, cultural
and cinematographic film weeks,
national and international festivals.
TFI is also engaged at all times with
film and audiovisual production,
design of publicity campaigns, various
marketing actitvities, promotion and
film distribution through various
shows, screenings and publications.
The rich experience that the staff
of TFI disposes allows successfully
to organize Tirana International

Film Festival in its 16th edition. TFI
launched on 2015 a new international
film festival as DocuTIFF based on the
documentary feature, mid-length and
short. TIFF on Tour act as ambassador
for the submitted films and will travel
with a selection to other Albanian cities
during the year. TIFF will also propose
special screenings to other regional
festivals in accordance to a specific
subject or theme.
TFI has started a new successful
experience as film distributor
getting also support from Media
program of Creative Europe. By
combining and exploring new ways
of cinematographic work distribution
i.e engaging the audience on public
debates by screening in various
cinema and open air venues including
schools and youth centers.
Since 2014 TFI organizes Creative
Mornings Tirana, an international
project that has ranked Tirana on
the map of 180 other cities from
67 countries around the world, that
organize this event by sharing creative
experiences with the community based
on a global monthly theme.

FESTIVAL
EVENTS

DISTRIBUTION

PRODUCTION

TOURisMOVIE

Milcho Manchevski returns to shooting in
Macedonia after an absence of nine years.
The film recounts two and a half love stories
spanning four centuries.
The project is supported by the Macedonian
Film Agency, the Hungarian National Film
Fund, the Albanian National Center of
Cinematography and Bulgarian National Film
Center. The film is coproduced by the Tirana
Film Institute, Saga Film and Pioneer Films.
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Countries

119

Debut		

1047

Student		

676

Edicioni i 16-të i Tirana International Film Festival shënoi
një numër rekord prej 3.712 aplikimesh. Ky numër i
lartë i aplikimeve tregon edhe njëherë reputacionin e
lartë që TIFF ka arritur ndër vite me një seleksion të
kuruar imtësisht dhe një program të pasur artistik duke
bërë që këtë edicion TIFF të fitoj të drejten e kualifikimit
për cmimin prestigjioz OSCAR në kategorine e filmit të
shkurtër. Prurjet e këtij edicioni nga 119 vende të botës
vërtetojnë më së miri jehonën që TIFF ka përhapur në
botë si një festival indipendent dhe me kritere të larta
profesionale.

FEATURE			715
LIVE ACTION 		

1723

EXPERIMENTAL - VIDEO ART

326

ANIMATION		 288

IN ALBANIAN			54

DOCUMENTARY		

TOTAL SUBMISSION		

606

3712

Italy, USA, Canada | 1984 | 230’

SERGIO
LEONE

ONCE UPON
A TIME IN AMERICA

OPENING FILM

A former Prohibition-era Jewish gangster returns to the Lower East Side
of Manhattan over thirty years later, where he once again must confront
the ghosts and regrets of his old life.
Written
Leonardo Benvenuti
Piero De Bernardi
Enrico Medioli
Franco Arcalli
Franco Ferrini
Sergio Leone
Producer
Arnon Milchan

Nominated

Golden Globes
BAFTA Awards

ONCE UPON A TIME IN AMERICA by SERGIO LEONE
(extended version)

This exclusive version
restored in 4K comes
complete with 72min missing
from the premiere of 1984 as a
homage to the great master of
cinema.

Italy, USA | 2018 | 152’

SUSPIRIA
LUCA
GUADAGNINO
A darkness swirls at the center of a world-renowned dance company,
one that will engulf the artistic director, an ambitious young dancer,
and a grieving psychotherapist. Some will succumb to the nightmare.
Others will finally wake up.

Written
David Kajganich
Producer
Carlo Antonelli

Nominated
Venice Film Festival 2018

Denmark, France, Germany | 2018 | 155’

THE HOUSE
THAT JACK BUILT

LARS
VON TRIER

The story follows Jack, a highly intelligent serial killer, over the course of
twelve years, and depicts the murders that really develop his inner madman.

Written
Jenle Hallund
Lars von Trier
Distribution in Albania:

Out of competition
Cannes Film Festival 2018

Producer
Piv Bernth

France, USA | 2018 | 114’

GUS
VAN SANT
Written
John Callahan
Gus Van Sant		
Jack Gibson
William Andrew Eatman
Producer
Charles-Marie Anthonioz
Mourad Belkeddar
Brett Cranford
Steve Golin
Nicolas Lhermitte
Scott Robertson

DON’T WORRY,
HE WON’T GET FAR ON FOOT
On the rocky path to sobriety after a life-changing accident, John
Callahan discovers the healing power of art, willing his injured hands
into drawing hilarious, often controversial cartoons, which bring him a
new lease on life.

Nominated
Berlin International Film Festival 2018

Documentary | France | 1968-2006 | 117’

MAI ‘68
JEAN-LUC
MAGNERON
Interviews and footage shot by Jean-Luc Magneron in France during the
tumultuous events of May 1968.

Nominated

IDFA

Documentary | Serbia, Croatia, France | 2017 | 78’

IN PRAISE OF NOTHING
BORIS
MITIC

CLOSING FILM

A whistleblowing documentary parody, not exactly in prose, wherein
Nothing tries to defend its cause. Brainstormed and filmed by 62
cinematographers in 70 countries, scored by cabaret grandmasters
Pascal Comelade and The Tiger Lillies, narrated - in simple childish
verse - by Iggy Pop.

Written
Boris Mitic
Producer
Boris Mitic

Nominated
Locarno International Film Festival
Sarajevo Film Festival

Documentary | Austria | 2017 | 105’

UNTITLED
More than two years after the sudden death of Michael Glawogger
in April 2014, film editor Monika Willi realizes a film out of the film
footage produced during 4 months and 19 days of shooting in the
Balkans, Italy, Northwest and West Africa. A journey into the world to
observe, listen and experience, the eye attentive, courageous and raw.
Serendipity is the concept - in shooting as well as in editing the film.

MICHAEL
GLAWOGGER
MONIKA
WILLI

INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION

Born 1966 in Wiesbaden, Germany, she
studied art history, archaeology and film
studies and, in 1990, co-founded the film
festival Wiesbaden “exground on screen”,
today “exgroundfilmfest”,Hessia’s biggest
film festival. She is running the festival as
the director since today.
She also works for the DeutschesFilminstitut in Frankfurt; from 2001 until 2014 she
was curating the student competition for
the goEast-film festival and coordinating
the festival’s training programme “goEast-Young Professionals“ as well as the
goEast project-market for young filmmakers from Germany and Central and since
2015 the Eastern Europe – the East-West
Talent Lab. Since 2011 she is amember of
the board of directors of the German short
film association and since 2018 a member
of the brand new cultural council of the city
of Wiesbaden.

BESNIK
KRAPI
Is one of the most up and coming producers in Kosovo. In 2010 he established his
own film production company producing
short films and documentaries and he
just finished his first feature film, Field
of Blackbirds, (a Kosovo – UK – Albania
Coproduction). He is presently developing his second feature film, Looking for
Venera by NorikaSefa. Besnik has worked
on many coproductions in the region and
abroad, including the Oscar Nominated
short film Shok by Jamie Donoughue. As a
young producer he managed to work with
several well know directors including Isa
Qosja (Skype), Jamie Donoughue (Shok),
BlertaZeqiri (Marriage), FatosBerisha (The
Flying Circus), Florenc Papas (Open Door),
AntonetaKastrati (Zana), EdonRizvanolli
(Unwanted).

MARIJA
PEROVIC
Is a Montenegrin film director, born on
15th December 1972. in Belgrade, Serbia,
Yugoslavia. She graduated on Faculty of
Drama Arts Belgrade. She is a director
, producer and scriptwriter, known for
Packing the Monkeys Again *(Opet pakujemo majmune ) and Look At Me (Gledaj
Me). Perovic is a professor of Film and
TV directing at Faculty of Drama Arts in
Montenegro.

FEATURE — JURY

ANDREA
WINK

France, Kazakhstan | 2018 | 85’

BAD BAD WINTER
OLGA
KOROTKO

Written
Olga Korotko
Producer
Aigul Nurbulatova

After the passing of her grandmother, a businessman and his
daughter goes back to her birthplace. After a little while, she
receives the visit of her former classmates but their reunion take an
unexpected turn.

Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania | 2018 | 97’

BREATHING INTO MARBLE
A middle-class couple, Izabele and Liudas, live in their rural house
with their son Gailius, who suffers from epilepsy. One day Izabele
talks her husband into adopting six-year-old Ilja, a headstrong yet
withdrawn little boy from a children’s home. With the arrival of the
new addition, family life starts to change drastically for all of them…

GIEDRE
BEINORIUTE

Written
Laura Sintija Cerniauskaite
Producer
Inese Boka
Matija Radeljak
Dagne Vildziunaite

Bulgaria | 2018 | 96’

IRINA
NADEJDA
KOSEVA

Written
Svetoslav Ovcharov
Bojan Vuletic
Nadejda Koseva
Producer
Stefan Kitanov
Svetla Tsotsorkova

Irina is a part-time waitress in a small Bulgarian town. On the very same day
when she is fired, her husband gets into a serious accident. Irina’s family is
trapped in poverty. To make ends meet, she becomes a surrogate mother.
Fights, despair and the seed of life growing in her belly bring on another
wave to this rough and wrecked life. Slowly, Irina discovers what it means to
love and to forgive.

UK | 2018 | 92’

OBEY
Nineteen-year old Leon returns home to take care of his alcoholic
mother after an adolescence spent in and out of foster care.
He soon meets the rebellious and beautiful Twiggy who is squatting
in abandoned houses to escape her family’s unfeeling affluence.
As rumblings of riots begin in the streets and police and protesters
engulf his neighborhood, Leon must decide whether to join his friends
and fight or seek a new life with Twiggy. Set against a turbulent
backdrop, Obey is a raw and unflinching look at one young man’s
struggle to better himself when the world appears to be dead-set
against him.

JAMIE
JONES

Written
Jamie Jones
Producer
Emily Jones
Ross Williams

Albania, France, Greece, Kosovo | 2018 | 77’

THE DELEGATION
BUJAR
ALIMANI
Written
Artan Minarolli
Producer
Emir Gramo
Guillaume de la Boulaye
Eirini Vougioukalou
Konstantina Stavrianou
Olivier Mardi
Charles Hassler
Blerim Gjinovci

In 1990, in a remote area of Albania, a political prisoner is transferred
overnight without knowing where or why. The car transporting him breaks
down in the heart of the mountains. The prisoner gets acquainted with
his two guards, officials devoted to the Albanian Communist Party. Their
personal stories intertwine, tensions burst, just like the history of a country
in turmoil.

Turkey | 2018 | 76’

THE PIGEON
Only on the roof of his parents’ house above the alleys of a slum in
Adana with his beloved pigeons, can Yusuf find peace. Finding a
foothold in the world outside is more difficult.

BANU
SIVACI

Written
Banu Sıvaci
Producer
Zeynep Koray
Banu Sivaci
Mesut Ulutas

Netherlands | 2018 | 100’

WE
RENE
ELLER

Written
Rene Eller
Producer
Julius Ponten
Rene Eller

During a scorching summer in a Belgian-Dutch border village, eight
teenagers play games of discovery to break the listless monotony.
They challenge each other and themselves and pretty soon, their
sexual curiosity starts to blur the lines between right and wrong. As
they consciously chip away at their innocence, which gives way to
depraved games and sexual exploitation, the teenagers soon turn
into ruthless predators.

Founded in 1997, WIDE is a leading independent
sales company, representing more than 20 new
feature films every year, and currently counting over
500 feature films and 300 documentaries. WIDE
catalogue contains a vast selection of fiction and
documentaries from the internationally renowned
directors and actors from all over the world. The
editorial line of the company is formed to support and
promote cinema in its diversity – author-driven and
the first-time film directors.
With over 10 years devoted for the cause, WIDE
became a key industry player who managed to
develop this niche market into something real and
concrete, and bringing the commercial success.
In the contemporary film market, which leaves less
and less space to a certain type of cinema, WIDE
stays loyal for its objectives and is currently one of
the leading worldwide sales companies for the new
cinema.
In January 2011 Wide with the support of the
European Commission (Creative Europe MEDIA
Program), developed EYE ON FILMS, a label and
a support platform dedicated to the promotion and
circulation of first and second European films.
With a network of more than 153 film professionals
(including 53 film festivals, 78 distributors and

numerous exhibitors based in more than 50
countries), Eye on Films guarantees the promotion,
exhibition and commercialization of independent
films worldwide.
In 2016, WIDE opened a VR department. The
company currently employs 12 people and has an
annual turnover of more than 1.5 million Euro.
In this perspective, in 2018, the program provides
our European and non-European distribution
partners with visibility and marketing support for the
release of first and second films.
We create Mini Markets for the industry inviting
our distributors partners holding round tables and
participating in show cases which focuses on the
Independent European Cinema and its different
distribution paths.
We also follow up the selection of their films in
festivals official competitions creating EoF specific
sections and awards.
We invite sales agents to share their line up and
join our network, as a booster for the independent
European Cinema.
We implement new digital access combining most
traditional and innovative ways of releasing a film
thanks to our VOD platforms partners.

DEBUT FEATURE
COMPETITION

Has studied Film and Fashion Studies in
Bologna and Berlin. He started his career
as assistant to the curator of the Berlin
Costume Library (Berlin State Museums)
later working on several fashion exhibitions
for Fashion Houses Archives, Universities
and Museums. From 2008 to 2016 he has
been working for Berlinale - Panorama and
other festivals promoted by the Cineteca
di Bologna and the National Museum of
Cinema of Turin. He currently lives in Paris
where he has joined the sales agent company Wide, taking over the coordination of
the Eye on Films project.

MICHAELA
SABO
Studied theatre dramaturgy at VŠMU
(Slovakia), DAMU (Czech Republic) and
scriptwriting at UCLA (Los Angeles). ).In
2014 Michaela moved to Berlin to be part
of a Serial-Eyes program. An intensive
8-month postgraduate course on TV
writing and show running based in Berlin.
Michaela found her network during the
studies and is currently living in Berlin.
Michaela was part of the EPI European TV
Drama Series Lab in the year 2013.
Michaela works as a freelance writer and
creative producer. She was one of three
authors of 16 episodes comedy drama
series “The Perfect World” for TV NOVA
(2010, CME Group). Michaela’s Slovak
adaptation of Dutch series “Penoza”
(Endemol) was aired on TV JoJ under title
“Widow” in winter 2014. Michaela is also
working as a pitching trainer (Sarajevo Film
Festival, Serial Eyes – DFFB, Series Mania
– Writers Campus, Midpoint workshops,
Odessa International Film festival, Antalya
Film Forum…etc).

CHRISTOPH
THOKE
Multiply awarded Christoph Thoke is
executive producing and packaging
international projects through his German
outlet Mogador Film. A prolific independent
producer, Christoph is a Cannes regular
with titles garnering 750 festival selection
and 170 awards worldwide so far.
Recent title “Of Horses And Men”, an
Icelandic-german coproduction, garnered
30 awards and more than 100 festival
selections alone. Before Christoph
become independent, he was Head
of int. Coproduction and Licensing at
Germany’s postproduction giant CineMedia
Film. Where he was involved in global
blockbuster successes like “What Woman
Want” starring Mel Gibson.

The EYE on TIFF award sponsored by Wide – Eye on Films, label dedicated to the first and second films, corresponds to a prize
of 500 Euros in In-Kind Services for festival distribution, marketing and communications for the project. The award is meant for
the sales agent or the producer if there is no sales agent attached in order to purchase advertising (communication) when the film
is selected in major festivals for its premiere. In other case the amount is used to pay some other marketing elements with the
obligation of the sales agent or the producer to put the Eye on Films logo on the material.

EYE ON TIFF — JURY

MARCO
URIZZI

France | 2018 | 80’

2 HOURS FROM PARIS
VIRGINIE
VERRIER

Written
Virginie Verrier
Producer
Virginie Verrier

Sidonie, a young air hostess, raises her 15 year old daughter Lolo alone as
the father is unknown. In an effort to satisfy Lolo’s growing curiosity as to her
origins, Sidonie takes her to her own native region, Somme Bay, in search
of potential fathers. The aim of the trip: to steal a precious hair from each of
these men in order to carry-out a DNA paternity test.

Belgium, Netherlands, France | 2017 | 91’

CARGO
In the cold waters of the North Sea, Leon Broucke falls overboard
his fishing boat right before the eyes of his eldest son, Jean. The
old man slips into a deep coma, leaving his son behind with a huge
debt and the responsability of the family business. The absence of
his father sets off an aftershock of conflicts between him and his two
brothers. Cargo is a story about how desperation can bring a family
to the edge of destruction.

GILLES
COULIER

Written
Gilles Coulier
Tom Dupont
Producer
Gilles Coulier
Wouter Sap

Iran | 2018 | 79’

LIFE AGAIN
REZA
FAHIMI

Written
Majid Esmaeili Parsa,
Amir Abedi
Producer
Hossein
Pourmohammadi

A middle-aged couple are planning to go to the rest home, but fate forces
them to continue life.

Israel | 2017 | 88’

MADAM YANKELOVA’S
FINE LITERATURE CLUB
What is going on behind the closed doors of the women-only secret
club? The first rule is that love is prohibited. When Sophie falls in love
with a mysterious man, she must choose between her last chance for
true love to her loyalty to the club.

GUILHAD
EMILIO
SCHENKER

Written
Yossi Meiri,
Guilhad Emilio Schenker
Producer
Jonathan Rozenbaum
Marek Rozenbaum

Macedonia, Greece | 2017 | 104’

SECRET INGREDIENT
GJORCE
STAVRESKI

Written
Gjorce Stavreski
Producer
Gjorce Stavreski
Konstantina Stavrianou
Irini Vougioukalou

Vele can’t afford to buy the expensive medications for his father who has
cancer. Desperate, he steals marijuana from some criminals, makes a cake
with it and gives it to him, hoping it will reduce his pain. His father’s health
miraculously improves, but Vele is suddenly confronted by their neighbors
who demand the recipe for the “remedial” cake and by the criminals who
want their drugs back. The greatest challenge, however, is to persuade his
father that his life is worth living for.		

New Zealand | 2018 | 104’

STRAY
In a cold and remote landscape, two strangers struggle to repair
their broken pasts. A young man is on parole after serving time for
attempting to murder the man who killed his girlfriend in a hit and run.
A woman is released from a psychiatric facility far from her homeland.
These two damaged strangers cross paths in the mountains in winter
and fall into a complex intimate relationship, putting to the test their
capacity to trust and heal.

DUSTIN
FENELEY

Written
Dustin Feneley
Producer
Desray Armstrong
Dustin Feneley

Kosovo, Albania | 2017 | 97’

THE MARRIAGE
BLERTA
ZEQIRI

Written
Blerta Zeqiri
Keka Berisha
Producer
Keka Berisha
Eno Milkani

A love triangle where the protagonist must choose between his bride-tobe and his former lover he used to hide with during the war, in a still very
homophobic country.

LIVE ACTION
ANIMATION

Is a film director and screenwriter from
Kosovo. Graduated from the Art Academy
of Kosovo, with a bachelor degree in
acting. Post graduates studies in Film
Direction, Dramatic Arts. Now he teaches
Film Theory at the Art Academy of Kosovo.
He is known for the “The Hero” movie
witch got many international awards all
around the world like: Los Angeles World
International Film Festival, Cleveland
International Film Festival, Mexico
International Film Festival etc. “The Hero”
premiered worldwide at Montreal World
Film Festival MWFF. Work experience:
MCYS - Ministry of Culture, Youth and
Sports in Kosovo - Department of Youthsector project development. RTK – Radio
Television of Kosovo the sector of feature
and documentary film. Municipal Assembly
- Prizren - Department of Culture.
Co-founder of the children festival
“FLUTURAT” in Prizren. Initiator of the
Professional Theatre establishment in
Prizren. Founder of art group “Art Helix”
- Prizren. Founder of Film Production
“Illyria Film”. Bengaluru International Film
Festival, founded from Academy of Film
in India valued his movie “The Hero” as a
worldwide cinematic asset.

ALI
ASGARI
Was born in Tehran, Iran. He is a
graduated of cinema in Italy. He is an
alumnus of Berlinale Talent Campus
2013. Two of his short films “More Than
Two Hours” 2013 and “The Silence”
(co-directed by farnoosh samadi) 2016
were in Short Film competition at Festival
De Cannes. His short film “The Baby”
was premiered in competition of Venice
Film Festival 2014. His short films were
screened in more than 600 film festivals
around the world including Sundance,
BFI, Melbourne ... and won more than 150
international awards. “Disappearance” is
his first feature film which was developed
at Cinefondation La Residence of Festival
De Cannes had its world and North
American premiere in Venice Film Festival
and Toronto Film Festival. He is a member
of Academy of Oscar.

RASTKO
CIRIC
Born in 1955. in Belgrade, Serbia
Vice-Rector of the University of Arts,
Belgrade. Professor of Illustration and
Animation at the Faculty of Applied Arts,
University of Arts, Belgrade.
Founder of the subject of Animation at the
FAA, Belgrade and the FAA Animation
Studio (2006). Head of the Digital Arts
Program of the Interdisciplinary PhD
studies at the University of Arts, Belgrade.
Member of ASIFA and UFAS (Unity of Film
Animators Serbia). Made 14 animated films
among which: Tango Ragtime (1985); The
Tower of Bababel (1988, Zagreb Film);
Ogres and Bogies (1989); Invisible and
Poorly Visible Animal Species (1998);
Metamorph (2005); Fantasmagorie 2008
(2008).

SHORT LIVE ACTION & ANIMATION — JURY

LUAN
KRYEZIU

Kosovo | 2018 | 12’

AJO
To escape an early marriage arranged by
her father who is an extremely religious
person, Zana has to make a courageous
decision.

MORE
RAÇA
Australia | 2018 | 13’

ALL THESE
CREATURES

SHORT - LIVE ACTION

An adolescent boy attempts to untangle
his memories of a mysterious infestation,
the unravelling of his father, and the little
creatures inside us all.

CHARLES
WILLIAMS

DETAINMENT
Two ten year-old boys are detained by
police under suspicion of abducting
and murdering a toddler. A true story
based on interview transcripts and
records from the James Bulger case
which shocked the world in 1993.

VINCENT
LAMBE

EVERYTHING
IS FAR AWAY
A mother travels a long way from the
Danube Delta to Bucharest in order
to celebrate her son’s 40th birthday.
She goes along with her younger son,
a handicaped boy. But she does not
announce her visit. What she will find
out it will make her think about love and
devotion.

EMANUEL
PARVU

Romania | 2018 | 15’

SHORT - LIVE ACTION

Ireland | 2018 | 30’

Canada | 2018 | 16’

FAUVE
Set in a surface mine, two boys sink into a
seemingly innocent power game with Mother
Nature as the sole observer.

JÉRÉMY
COMTE
Kosovo | 2018 | 15’

FENCE

SHORT - LIVE ACTION

A chaotic moment in a family gathering of
a woman with children and an unexpected
passenger with his dog.

LENDITA
ZEQIRAJ

FORGIVE ME
Based on true story... Bujar, a
youngster, is manipulated by a kosovar
Imam in joining terrorist groups fighting
in Syria. He secretly joins the war and
then asks his older brother Agron to
send Bujar’s wife Mimoza to Syria too.
Agron horrified by his brother’s actions
confronts Bujar and asks him to return
to Kosovo.

BESIM
UGZMAJLI

HECTOR MALOT - THE
LAST DAY OF THE YEAR
New Year’s eve dawns in a moon-kissed
car, and Sofia has a dream that she tells
no-one: while walking on a desert, she gets
to know that she is sick. She pretends she
does not care. Has she lost her heart?

JACQUELINE
LENTZOU

Greece | 2018 | 23’

SHORT - LIVE ACTION

Kosovo | 2018 | 14’

Iran | 2018 | 25’

IN BETWEEN
A crime scene investigation is in progress.
A young woman (Neda Jebraeili) is made to
reenact the events leading up to the tragic
death of her boyfriend for a detective (Saber
Abar) and his assistant. She maintains that it
was an accident and that she’s innocent, but
he has his suspicions that it was not.

ALIYAR
RASTI
Netherlands | 2018 | 14’

KIEM HOLIJANDA

SHORT - LIVE ACTION

Andi really wants a phone to watch 5
minutes of free porn, and doesn’t notice
his brother is saying goodbye.

SARAH
VELTMEYER

MY BOY OLEG
A festival performance brings Ukrainian
actress Irina and son Oleg to Melbourne,
Australia. But the real reason for her
journey is to search for the child’s father.
Irina knows nothing about the man beyond
his given name. And his race.

GORAN
STOLEVSKI

ON THE BORDER
In a border village, a Chinese teenager
from Korean roots dreams about leaving
to Korea. He will try by all means to realize
his dream.

WEI
SHUJUN

Germany | 2018 | 15’

SHORT - LIVE ACTION

Australia | 2018 | 19’

Greece | 2018 | 12’

PATISION AVENUE
A single mother’s most important roles in life
will collide over the phone, during a long take
shot in the center of Athens.

THANASIS
NEOFOTISTOS
Iran, Italy | 2018 | 12’

THE ROLE

SHORT - LIVE ACTION

A woman accompanies her husband for
an audition. The thing that happens there
leads her for an important decision...

FARNOOSH
SAMADI

TRANSPORTS
DAVIGNON
In his house as regular as clockwork,
the attention of Louis is suddenly got
by a stroller whom he considers misled.
The young woman is in reality one of
“His” Domesticate that he notices only
because she changed status.

YVES
CHAUDOUËT
Mexico | 2018 | 8’

ULISES
“Warned by Circe, the Goddess,
Ulysses ordered his men to tie him to his
ship´s mast. Thus preventing him from
surrendering to the enchanting mermaid´s
call, which devoured the unwary men
seduced by it.” The Odyssey.

JORGE
MALPICA

SHORT - LIVE ACTION

France | 2017 | 27’

Turkey | 2018 | 15’

VOID
Simge, who feels imprisoned in her
relationship, asks a delivery guy to pretend
to be her boyfriend for rehearsing a break up
talk but this rehearsal puts her into a place
she wouldn’t imagine.

ELIF EDA
TARTAR
Iran | 2018 | 21’

ZONA

SHORT - LIVE ACTION

A man is called to the court by a woman
who claims pregnancy after being with him.
For proving this claim the DNA test is taken
and the result clears other happenings of
man’s life.

TOOFAN
NAHAN
GHODRATI

We are thrilled and honored to be approved
as an official Academy Awards® qualifying festival,
it’s truly a tremendous opportunity for our filmmakers
and future Best Short Film Award winners.

Spain, France | 2018 | 14’

BENDITO MACHINE VI CARRY ON
An inevitable and enigmatic bio-technological
interweaving is just around the corner. What
can go wrong?

JOSSIE
MALIS

EMBRACED

SHORT - ANIMATION

“Standing still in front of the open window,
a woman stares at the dark clouds that
obscure the sky. Immobile, she fights
against the remembrances of the past.
In the clouds, a passionate embrace
appears.”

JUSTINE
VUYLSTEKER

France | 2018 | 5’

GOODBYE MARILYN
Marilyn Monroe didn’t leave us in the
summer of ‘62. She decided to disappear
from the scene and has been living far
from her fans for fifty years, until the day
that a letter convinces her to give one final
interview…

MARIA
DI RAZZA
Spain | 2017 | 11’

IMPROMPTU
Impromptu is an animated short film
inspired by five piano Etudes by Chopin,
to pay tribute to the forgotten pioneers of
cinema.

MARÍA
LORENZO

SHORT - ANIMATION

Italy | 2018 | 13’

UK | 2018 | 9’

INANIMATE
An inevitable and enigmatic bio-technological
interweaving is just around the corner. What
can go wrong?

LUCIA
BULGHERONI
Latvia | 2018 | 9’

INTRODUCTION
TO EPILOGUE

SHORT - ANIMATION

“Introduction to Epilogue is a colorful,
allegorical film about the fear from death.
Life will always last lifetime and it will
always end in death. And the end will
always be a new beginning.

INDRA
SPROGE

LATE AFTERNOON
A woman exists between two states, the
past and the present. She must journey
through her memories in order to connect
them.

LOUISE
BAGNALL
South Africa | 2017 | 3’

MY MUM’S BONKERS
My mum’s bonkers. Out of one eye
she cries Puccini, out of the other she
reprimands me.

NAOMI
VAN NIEKERK

SHORT - ANIMATION

Ireland | 2017 | 9’

Poland | 2017 | 3’

REM
REM: the stage of sleep which invokes
dreams. The film attempts to depictt hese
hypnagogic visions, which are presented
without narration. Fragments of the
unconscious overtake and dismantle one
another, in the process obliterating the dream
from memory.

ARTUR
HANAJ

RUN ROSTAM RUN

SHORT - ANIMATION

Rostam-the old Persian national heroshould travel to the future and come to
Tehran 2017, in order to make up for what
he has done to his own son. In Tehran, he
doesn’t know whether to choose the legal
or illegal way to reach his legitimate goal.

HOSSEIN
MOLAYEMI

Iran | 2017 | 12’

SOPHIA
The short film Sophia, is a modern fairy tale
of sorts. Presented as intriguing puppet
animation with a sweeping sound scape, it
conveys the universal story of how easy it is
to become a prisoner of one’s own illusion.

ZSOFIA
OPRA SZABO
Korea | 2018 | 14’

THE ANGLER
Noah tries to catch fish every day, later
even without knowing the reason why. Ivo,
the lamplighter, lights street lamps every
night and looks after Noah.

SEUNG
WOOK JANG

SHORT - ANIMATION

Canada | 2017 | 11’

USA | 2017 | 10’

THE FALLEN TREE
A love story between a librarian and a
composer.

DREW
HODGES
USA | 2017 | 6’

THE PIG ON
THE HILL
When Pig’s free‐spirited, rambunctious new
neighbor, Duck, plunges himself into Pig’s
quiet, orderly life, Pig learns that having
friends is what he has been missing all
along.

SHORT - ANIMATION

Jamy
Wheless

John
Helms

UNTRAVEL
A film about (local) patriotism, tourism and
emigration. The girl lives in a gray, isolated
country, enclosed by a huge wall. She has
never travelled anywhere, but all her life
she has dreamt of leaving forever for a
perfect world called “Abroad”.

ANA
NEDELJKOVIC
NIKOLA
MAJDAK JR

SHORT - ANIMATION

Serbia | 2018 | 9’

INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION

Is a director, producer and screenwriter.
He was born on August 15, 1985 in
Albania. Erion Bubullima was involved in
filmmaking from a young age by making
some short films. At the age of 16 he
directed a documentary on the lives of
young people in the war zone in Kosovo
and Macedonia. He graduated in film
directing at DAMS – University of Roma
Tre, in Rome. His list of works includes
several television projects as a director and
producer, among them two TV-series and
a web-series. He is director of two feature
films, “Sex, Perralle dhe Celular” and “7
Dite”.

YLLKA
GJOLLESHA
Is a contemporary video artist.
Her focus includes moving images, film
installations, video, performance.
Yllka is mainly focused on mixed media art,
and has produced numerous pieces, often
combining several tech-niques or materials.
Her works are emotional, poetic. She uses
her artwork as an instrument to make
people go back in imagination and forward
in time with their dreams. Yllka is based in
Tirana. She is Ass. Pedagog at Faculty of
Architecture and Urban planning.
Lives and works in Tirana, Albania

ILIR
LLUKA
Audiovisual artist / electronic music
composer from Tirana, Albania (born:
September 1984) active in the field of
drone / experimental music. Lluka’s
works are surrealistic depictions of
daily-life moments through psychological
associations with memory in an overall
dreamlike mood. His music has been
described as deep and atmospheric;
mental journeys in undefined locations.
While his academic studies were
developed outside of arts (majored
in political sciences and international
relations), Lluka studied on his own the
techniques of sound / visual design and
synthesis in their academic and practical
level. He is also author of several software
synthesizers and effects, some of which
are available for public use. Besides the
albums/EPs, Ilir has also composed music
for installations and experimental cinema
and has performed live in art galleries
and cultural spaces in Tirana such as The
National History Museum etc

STUDENT / EXPERIMENTAL & VIDEO ART — JURY

erion
bubullima

Denmark | 2018 | 19’

Italy | 2018 | 14’

A WORTHY MAN

AS IT IS ON EARTH

Night after night Erik works alone in his bakery. His only company
is the late-night radio program, who he persistently attempts
to get through to and be honored ‚¬“Joker of the Weekend.
He has gradually become more and more distant to his family,
and all his efforts to re-establish the connection seem in vain. A
growing depression hurls Erik to spin out of a key, that in the end
culminates in a desperate cry for help.

The village was small, and now it’s even smaller; only four
houses still standing and a street. There is no one around.
Nobody to say ‘hi’ to, no one to whine about the heat to.
The earthquake didn’t even spare the sound of breathing.
The story of two souls trying to mend a wound in a torn town.

KRISTIAN
HÅSKJOLD

PIER
LORENZO PISANO

Switzerland | 2018 | 18’

Germany | 2017 | 23’

BONOBO

BOT

When the elevator of their public housing breaks down, the fates
of Felix, a disabled pensioner, Ana, a single mother struggling
with her move and Seydou, a young man passionate about
dance intertwine towards an explosive ending where their limits
will be tested.

A middle-aged programmer (Noel) stands in front of the ruins
of his marriage. With the help of a new intelligent language
assistant, Noel tries to redirect his professional and private life
into the right path. The artificial intelligence not only assists him
in coping with everyday life, but also arranges an appointment
with the much younger Claudine.

ZOEL
AESCHBACHER

DANIEL
HOFFMANN

Singapore | 2018 | 17’

Switzerland | 2018 | 8’

CHASING PAPER

CONCRETE

A mother who had recently lost her job finds herself working as
a cleaner in her daughter’s high school during the exam period.
In an attempt to salvage their broken relationship, the mother
tries to help her struggling daughter by helping her cheat in the
exams.

Troubled by his own reoccurring transformations, a restless
backpacker seeks his place in the world. Through a mysterious
encounter in a concrete building in the midst of a barren
swampland, he hopes to have finally found such a place.

LIN
SHOKI

PIRMIN BIERI
AIRA JOANA
LUCA STRUCHAN
NICOLAS ROTH

India | 2018 | 25’

Germany | 2018 | 10’

EKAANT

FOLLOWER

Set in an unspecified time and space, the filmÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s
protagonist seems to be the only living person in a completely
devastated city. He goes about, struggling his way, negotiating
the tough settings and trying to survive. When one fine day, out
of nowhere, he happens to meet another person. Except that this
person looks exactly like him.

Clara Reichert only wants to spend a casual evening babysitting
in a rich familyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s house, when she gets a new follower
for her Instagram account. But this one is different. This one is
not easy to shake off. He follows her not only in the digital world
Ã¢â‚¬â€œ he stalks in the real world too.

SARTHAK
BHASIN

JONATHAN
BEHR

Brazil | 2018 | 13’

Italy | 2017 | 15’

HEADSTREAM

HUNGER KEEPS WALKING

A film about the pains of a young woman, who realizing the
conventional side of a collective “wish”, that of marriage,
balances between social criticism and self-destruction, in a
surreal process which manifests itself through her body.

Charles pins his hopes on an imaginary love story, hoping to
escape the dramatic relationship he has with his body and with
food.

BIA
VILELA

GIULIA
CANELLA

Iran | 2018 | 20’

Germany | 2018 | 14’

LIKE A GOOD KID

MASCARPONE

Sara (a 24-year-old girl) is supposed to babysit Matin (a 6-yearold boy) for the day, while his mother is at work. In the morning
Matin tells Sara a story of a fight with his mother from the night
before, this leads to a series of events through the day which will
change Matin and Sara for the rest of their lives.

Francis, the dreamy film projectionist, accidentally crashes into
the limousine of gangster boss Mascarpone. Suddenly he finds
himself in a mobster film. Francis ́ dog Farfalle is taken hostage
by Mascarpone’s gang and Francis is being forced to stand
guard at their next bank robbery. When the coup fails he has to
rescue his dog and conquer the heart of the film diva Vivien.

ARIAN
VAZIRDAFTARI

JONAS
RIEMER

Belgium | 2017 | 11’

France | 2018 | 7’

MAYLA

REVERIE

Mayla, a Spanish woman of about twenty years, meets Roland,
the seller of a Belgian car dealership. She has nowhere to sleep.
Roland invites her to his family.

Deep in the harsh countryside, where life fades with every
breath, a boy tormented with grief battles an inescapable beast.

RAFAEL
KLEFPISCH

PHILIP
LOUIS

LEO
DERU

PIAGET
RODRIGUEZ

Austria | 2018 | 20’

Chile | 2018 | 17’

ROYAL BLUE

SHOE SHINER

On his way to take his daughter to gymnastics, a gambling
addict stops at a betting shop, leaving the 9-year-old girl in the
car. When he returns, he realizes nothing will ever be the same
again.

Based on a true story and contextualized in Chile, 1989, this film
narrates the story Diego, an 11 years old shoe shiner. The film
portrays his struggle to survive and the loss of his innocence.

DINKO
DRAGANOVIC

ANDRÉS
GALLEGOS

Netherlands | 2017 | 25’

UK | 2018 | 9’

SIRENE

THREE CENTIMETRES

Deep down inside of him a fifteen year old boy feels different
then the other boys around him. When he becomes friends with
a enchanting girl, he gets tangled up in his confusion more and
more.

In the oldest fun park of Beirut, four young female friends go
on a Ferris Wheel ride. During this claustrophobic open-air
journey, they touch on intimate subjects, from making best use
of three centimetres to Joanna’s recent breakup. However,
SuzieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s breakup advice leads to an unexpected
confession.

ZARA
DWINGER

LARA
ZEIDAN

Poland | 2017 | 4’

Estonia | 2018 | 17’

THREE WOMEN ON A BENCH

TOMORROW ISLAND

Small town. Three women are sitting on a bench in front of an
old apartment building. They are laughing and critically judging
people until they notice something.

“In the dawn of the Cold War, a young Soviet telegraphist makes
a desperate attempt to save her American lover from being
stranded in the Russian side of the Bering Strait after receiving a
border closure message.”

KAROLINA
BORGIASZ

GWENN
JOYAUX

Germany | 2017 | 9’

UK | 2018 | 13’

UNDER TENSION

VIRGINIA

Coming out is about losing and finding connection.

Virginia, a psychic medium living in a petrol station with her son,
recalls an old tragic memory of a fire. Unsure about what she
sees, she will have to decide if to tell it to her son.

CLEMENS
ROTH

FRANCESCO
PUPPINI

Germany | 2017 | 12’

WITHOUT MERCY
In animated flashbacks the anonymous protagonist tells of
the brutal everyday life in an orphanage of the 1970s and her
personal struggle against the ruthless authority of the nuns.
40 years later, when she is to be financially compensated by
the authorities, she meets with incomprehension and renewed
ruthlessness.

JULIA
CHARAKTER

INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION

Belgium | 2018 | 13’

Italy | 2017 | 7’

FREQUENCIES

IN THE HOUSE OF MANTEGNA

In an undefined decor workers fulfill a very monotonous job.
The repeating character allows them to escape their physical
presence. They wander in thoughts tailored to the labor. Or does
the labor deliver a certain rhythm that limits their inner freedom?

In her Notebooks, Simone Weil wrote that “Each true statement
is an error if its opposite is not thought of at the same time, and it
cannot be thought of at the same time”.

THOMAS
R. PEETERS

MICHELE
MANZINI

Finland | 2018 | 5’

Iran | 2018 | 11’

INTERCEPTOR

SLUGGISH LIFE

In 1989, an unknown person halted the column of armored troops
at Tiananmen Square in Beijing, China. On the previous day, a
demonstration that originated as a student protest, was violently
suppressed by the army. In democracies, the use of brutal force
has been replaced by structural violence, where the power is
centered around a small economical elite pursuing their own
interests. The main purpose of the political system is to maintain
these power structures.

I ruined my life , Can i Order another Life ?..

RISTO-PEKKA
BLOM

MOHSEN
MEHRI DERAVI

Turkey | 2017 | 18’

Greece | 2018 | 5’

SOIL

STILL LIFE

Conceived through the division of the screen into nine cinematic
frames, the film narrates the journey of a young man carrying a
handful of soil into the grave of a deceased soldier who happens
to be burying his own dead body. With the form integrated into
narrative, it is possible to watch every phase of his journey
synchronically. Wherever he goes the smell of the soil remains
the same.

An old-fashioned painter tries to avoid modern influences at any
cost, only to create his most progressive artwork ever.

ALICAN
DURBAS

IORDANIS
THEODOSIADIS

Germany | 2018 | 15’

USA | 2017 | 6’

THE DIVINE WAY

THE END OF TIME

“The path to paradise begins in hell” — Dante Alighieri Loosely
based on Dante’s Divine Comedy, The Divine Way takes
viewers along on the protagonist’s epic descent through an
endless labyrinth of staircases. As the woman journeys deeper,
the staircases mutate and she is trapped and pulled into their
dangerous landscape, conducting us through more than fifty
magnificent locations.

The End of Time is about that one hypnotic moment on a regular,
unassuming Tuesday when you realize that time has stopped
and the universe has been sucked into a single smile.

ILARIA
DI CARLO

MILCHO
MANCHEVSKI

Switzerland | 2018 | 13’

TRANSITIONS
TRANSITIONS is a journey from the civilizing void of the desert to
a maximal urban, capitalistic and hedonistic density, which in the
case of Las Vegas assumes some bizarre expression. The film
is a contemplation without any people or moving machines in it,
focusing on the built and designed.

AURÈLE
FERRIER

INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION

After studying literature, art history and
philosophy, Federico Rossin works as film
historian, film critic, lecturer and professor.
He conducts his research in the field of
experimental, documentary and animation
cinema. Since 2007 he has worked as an
independent curator for many european
festivals (États généraux du film documentaire de Lussas, Cinéma du Réel, DocLisboa, Filmmaker in Milan, Images and
Views of Alternative Cinema in Cyprus, etc)
and cinematheques (Film Museum of Vienna, Cinémathèque Française, Cineteca
Italiana, etc.). He also works in education
networks (in France with People and Culture), foundations (Fondazione Feltrinelli
in Italy) and in universities (Créadoc d’Angoulême, École documentaire de Lussas,
SoundImageCulture of Bruxelles, École
nationale supérieure d’art de Limoges). He
has edited two books and he has written
many essays for books, newspapers and
film magazines.

EDON
QESARI
Dr. Qesari is a scholar and lecturer
specialized in Political Thought, based
in Tirana. He has written various pieces
about cinema and held different courses on
political influenced movies. Furthermore,
Qesari has coauthored two television documentaries centered in historical topics. He
was one of the main curators of “Homage
to Pasolini”, during the 2015 Tirana Film
Festival days.

ARBER
ZAIMI
Është aktivist i Lëvizjes Vetëvendosje dhe
aktualisht është angazhuar në Prishtinë, si
Këshilltar Politik i Kryetarit të këtij subjekti.
Në të shkuarën ka qenë aktivist i shoqërisë
civile në Tiranë, ku ka qenë një ndër
themeluesit e blogut radikal Saktivistaî
dhe Institutit Antonio Gramshi. Më parë ai
ka punuar si Makroeditor pranë Gazetës
Shekulli, si Drejtues Projektesh në Lëvizjen
Mjaft, ndërsa ka patur bashkëpunime
të rregullta si publicist me Revistën
Klan, Revistën Shenja, Gazetën Shqip,
Respublica etj. Ai ka studiuar shkenca
politike dhe filozofi, dhe shkruan e përkthen
prozë, poezi apo teori (eseistikÎ).

DOCUMENTARY — JURY

FEDERICO
ROSSIN

Italy | 2018 | 89’

ALLA SALUTE
BRUNELLA
FILI

Written
Brunella Filì
Antonella Gaeta
Nicola Difino
Producer
OffiCinema DOC

Nicola is a 48 years old Food-performer. He narrates stories to the audience while
cooking and listening to the music: the philosophy of his cooking-show rests on a belief
that “Food is the essential component of the mechanism that drives economy, culture
and health”. Health, exactly. In February 2015 Nicola was diagnosed with Cancer. At
that time his career was blooming; his life replete with work&plans. From that moment
everything changes. Can one be happy despite being gravely ill? This is the central
question of the documentary and Nicola posed this question to himself when his
disease became a challenge to find his own “recipe for happiness”. His story, narrated
using video diaries, is enlarged with the voices of seven acclaimed Chefs and artists
(friends of him) who portray Nicola’s struggle, as cooking for him during his treatment
has brought them closer. While preparing his favourite meals, they ponder over
subjects such as disease, happiness, Death and, of course, the role of Food.

Netherlands | 2017 | 70’

HOTEL JUGOSLAVIJA
Yugoslavia was no longer but the Jugoslavija still stood. A journey
through the times and spaces of the Hotel Jugoslavija.

NICOLAS
WAGNIÈRES

Written
Nicolas Wagnières
Producer
Benjamin Poumey

Netherlands | 2017 | 91’

INSTANT DREAMS
WILLEM
BAPTIST

Written
Willem Baptist
Producer
Pieter van Huystee

Instant Dreams is about the fascination and love for Polaroids. When Polaroid
announced the end of instant film in 2008, the last still working factory was bought by a
small group of enthusiasts. Among them is the retired scientist Stephen Herchen who
previously collaborated with the inventor of Polaroid and is still trying to unravel the
secret of the lost chemical formula.

South Africa, Sweden | 2018 | 84’

ONE TABLE TWO
ELEPHANTS
This is a film about bushmen bboys, a flower kingdom and the ghost
of a princess.

Written
Jacob Von Heland
Henrik Ernstson
Producer
Telltales Film

JACOB
VON HELAND
HENRIK
ERNSTSON

Italy | 2018 | 68’

LUCA
MAGI

Written
Luca Magi
Michele Manzolini
Producer
Claudio Giapponesi

STORIES OF
THE HALF-LIGHT
A poetic journey from the dark to the light in a refuge for homeless people. A purgatory
of sleepless nights, memories, dreams, hopes and endless cigarettes.

Netherlands | 2017 | 70’

THE GREENAWAY
ALPHABET
An intimate portrait of painter and filmmaker Peter Greenaway,
directed by his wife Saskia Boddeke. Together with his daughter Pip,
Greenaway formulates an alphabet that represents his personality
and thoughts about art and life.

SASKIA
BODDEKE

Written
Peter Greenaway
Pip Greenaway,
Saskia Boddeke
Producer
Julia Emmering

Netherlands | 2017 | 15’

Lithuania | 2018 | 20’

A BUTCHER’S HEART

A PIECE FOR TWO HANDS

13-year-old Wessel faces a dilemma: will he become a butcher,
like his tough father and grandfather or does he prefer to work
with living animals?

I remember the first time I kissed someone whose lips were as
big as mine. The feeling was very intense, like meeting someone
who had read all my favourite books.” The film unfolds through
23 memory fragments told by a man and woman in conversation
with each other and with themselves.

MARIJN
FRANK

AKVILE
ZILIONYTE

Belgium | 2018 | 15’

USA | 2018 | 30’

BJESHKË (MOUNTAIN)

EARTHRISE

Springtime in northern Albania sparks the herding of goats from
the lowlands, up to the towering mountainsides. Prek Gjoni is
moving his livestock with the help of Jovalin. Will broken shoes
and an umbrella suffice for the 4-day walk?

EARTHRISE tells the story of the first image captured of the
Earth from space in 1968. Told solely by the Apollo 8 astronauts
and with exclusive footage from the mission, the film recounts
their experiences and memories.

GRÉGOIRE
VERBEKE

EMMANUEL
VAUGHAN-LEE

Greece | 2018 | 10’

USA | 2017 | 16’

FOURTH WALL

GIVE

The 4th Wall” is the side of the society that remains invisible, but
similar throughout the globe. The only significant difference is
people’s characteristics. A world that is reproducing it self in order
to produce, surviving rather instinctively. The film is based on the
notes of a ten-month trek.

Challenging traditional documentary practices with experimental
approaches to editing and sound, GIVE explores Roland
Gordon’s motivations to create a monumental visual archive
displaying centuries of black agency and achievements, in the
United States and beyond.

DIMITRIS
GKOTSIS

DAVID
DE ROZAS

Italy | 2018 | 15’

Italy | 2017 | 15’

GOOD TIDINGS

JULULU

When the climate in the Mediterranean returns mild, boats full of
migrants leave from the coasts of Africa and Asia trying to reach
Europe, the “promised land”. On a summer night, Bochra arrived
on a beach in Sicily with over 130 people on board. All soon
escaped. And Bochra remained alone in the limbo between sea
and earth… until the tourists arrived.

Jululu – a musical journey into a corner of Africa in southern
Italy covering the vast plantations of tomatoes in the province
of Foggia. Badara Seck, a Senegalese griot, passes through
the area like a shaman guide in search of Jululu, the soul of
Africa, towards one of the ghettos where the immigrant labourers
throng for the harvest season. Sagnet, the spokesman who led
the labourers’ revolt against the ‘gangmaster system’ in Italy,
narrates the film.

SEBASTIANO
LUCA INSINGA

MICHELE
CINQUE

Estonia | 2017 | 25’

Lebanon | 2018 | 36’

LEMBRI UUDU

LINCEUL

Lembri Uudu worked in a Pähkla village’s kolkhoz as a tractor
driver. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the kolkhoz was
disbanded, Uudu died, and most of Pähkla’s villagers lost their
jobs. But sometimes it takes time for a person to realise he is
actually dead.

In 1929, Roger Salardenne wrote Le culte de la nudité based on
nudist experiments in Weimar Germany. Accompanied by a troop
of completely naked actors in the confined space of a house,
Selim Mourad offers a free adaptation of this text.

EEVA
MÄGI

SELIM
MOURAD

Netherlands | 2017 | 15’

Belgium, Colombia | 2018 | 14’

LISTEN

OUR SONG TO WAR

The film captures the true confessions of anonymous children: an
abandoned girl who spent almost a week alone at home without
her parents; a boy who wonders if he is gay; an anxious child
who lives in a shelter as a refugee and is afraid of the future.
Sometimes children even call with amusing stories, or they just
want to talk. Someone is always on hand to listen patiently.

Crocodile-men, a mystic river, some kids that like fishing and
a war that ends share the same Colombian land; Bojaya. In
this place, villagers have strange beliefs and celebrate the
“Novenario” death ritual.

ASTRID
BUSSINK

JUANITA
ONZAGA

USA | 2018 | 17’

India | 2017 | 14’

SKIP DAY

TUNGRUS

Intimate glimpses of one very special day in the lives of
high-school seniors from an industrial corner of the Florida
Everglades: prom’s over, the future is uncertain, and the
irresistible pull of the beach makes the long-time friends drive 60
miles to chill, pose and revel in the waves.

In a cramped apartment in Mumbai, a family considers eating
their hell-raising pet rooster, so that they can reclaim their lives.

IVETE
LUCAS
PATRICK
BRESNAN

RISHI
CHANDNA

France | 2018 | 52’

USA | 2018 | 40’

WHEN EVERYBODY SLEEPS

WOMEN OF THE GULAG

When everybody sleeps follows a crew of friends organizing
free parties in surreal forbidden places of Paris’ undergrounds.
Inspired by libertarian utopias, they choose to actively stay up to
grasp freedom. Embarked in their struggle of suspenseful and
meticulous organization, Jérôme Clément-Wilz draws the musical
chronicle of a generation : the quest of youngsters seeking the
meaning of party and life, up until dawn.

The film Women of the Gulag tells the compelling and tragic
stories of the women – last survivors of the Gulag, the brutal
system of repression and terror that devastated the Soviet
population during the regime of Stalin. The Gulag was first
captured by Solzhenitsyn in his opus, Gulag Archipelago. Never
before have the stories of women and women’s experience in
these camp been told in an international documentary film.

JÉRÔME
CLEMENT WILTS

MARIANNA
YAROVSKAYA

Is a film director and writer based in Skopje, Macedonia. Her professional debut is
the short film titled The Children Will Come,
which received wide critical acclaim and
was screened and awarded at film festivals
worldwide, winning the Best Live Action
Short Film Nomination at Shanghai International Film Festival in 2017. Jakimska holds
a BA in Film Directing from the Faculty
of Dramatic Arts in Skopje, and a BA in
Comparative Literature from the Faculty
of Philology in Skopje. She has directed
three short live-action films: Neon Hearts
(in postproduction), The Children Will
Come (2017) and It’s Cold Outside (2014).
Jakimska is an alumni of MIDPOINT Script
Development Program and First Films First
Young Directors’ Academy.

NIKOS
LABÔT
Studied film direction in Athens, Greece.
He has worked in feature and short films
in Greece and France, TV series and TV
shows. Already boasting a good track-record on the short films circuit, he has also
directed three shorts in the past few years,
with his latest offering,The Dog, winning
awards at numerous international film festivals. He has also co-directed the theatrical
play REPULSION_6 for the experimental
music performance group Erasers. His
feature documentary “Τhe Immortals At
The Southern Point Of Europe” premiered
at the 15th Thessaloniki Documentary
Festival. Her Job is Labôt’s debut feature
film which world premiered in the Discovery
section of the 43rd Toronto International
Film Festival.

SELCEN
ERGUN
Is a film director, screenwriter and photographer from Istanbul.She is a Berlinale Talents alumna. She began her career as an
assistant director, worked in many national
and international productions including two
feature films of well-known Turkish director
Reha Erdem:‘My Only Sunshine’ and
‘Kosmos’. She directed short films, commercials and music videos. Her short films
‘Confrontation’ and ‘A Sunny Day’have
been selected by several important international film festivals (including Munich,
LUCAS Frankfurt, Brussels, Los Angeles,
!f İstanbul, Ankara, Adana Golden Boll)
and awarded prizes. Shegot selected to
the ‘Berlinale Talents Script Station’, ‘First
Films First, Goethe-Institut Young Directors
́ Academy South-Eastern Europe’ and won
Meetings on the Bridge Development Grant
from Istanbul International Film Festival
with her 1st feature film project ‘Snow and
the Bear’.

BALKAN / IN ALBANIAN — JURY

ANA
JAKIMSKA

Albania, Cyprus, Greece | 2018 | 99’

Kosovo | 2017 | 74’

HOLY BOOM

ROOFTOP STORY

A random explosion connects three stories, where strangers are
trying to find some way to live on the edge of legality.

Lumi wants to exterminate all the crows of his city;he blames
them for the loss of his family in a traffic accident. . He meets
Yllka which is in search of her son that she had given up him
since his birth five years ago and was adapted from local family.
She is seeking to take him back on his birthday.

Written
Maria Lafi
Elena Dimitrakopoulou

Written
Arian Krasniqi
Gazmend Nela

Producer
Bujar Alimani, Tefta Bejko, Lilette Botasi
Christina Georgiou, Antonis Kotzia, Maria Lafi

Producer
Valon Bajgora, Vanco Mirakovski,
Gazmend Nela, Arben Shala, Yll Uka

MARIA
LAFI

GAZMEND
NELA

Turkey | 2018 | 103’

Switzerland, Macedonia, Ireland, Croatia | 2017 | 111’

SERIAL COOK

THE (HAGUE) WITNESS

A woman known as a good wife, a good cook and a good person
by her husband and people around her begins to encounter
mysterious situations. These inauspicious events and people
who are main characters in each event has uncanny connection
to cook’s meals.

An action drama about an enthusiastic junior officer from the
Hague War Tribunal in pursuit of justice.

Written
Ümit Ünal

Written
Mitko Panov,
Wladyslaw Pasikowski, David Riker

Producer
Metin Anter, Nedim Anter,
Erhan Ozogul, Sinan Yabgu Ünal

ÜMIT
ÜNAL

Producer
Francine Lusser, Gérard Monier,
Igor Nola, Jean-Luc Ormières, Mitko Panov

MITKO
PANOV

Macedonia | 2018 | 112’

YEAR OF THE MONKEY
A mild political satire about a peculiar friendship between
a lonesome monkey and an (impoverished) zoo warden,
and about an upside-down world in transition as seen by a
chimpanzee.

Written
Vladimir Blazevski
Producer
Vladimir Blazevski,
Darko Popov, Agon Uka

VLADIMIR
BLAZEVSKI

Macedonia | 2017 | ‘24

Macedonia | 2018 | ‘19

KOLIVA

MAGNOLIA

Dana’s daily routine of a housewife is shaken when her long gone
lover shows up on the traditional pig slaughter.

Under the symbolic title Magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora),
ornamental tree with large flowers, the viewer slowly discovers
the life of a middle-aged professores of literature, during one late
summer afternoon. She is divided between the past and present
events in which she has not yet found a place for herself. But,
one phone call interrupted her vegetating which burdens her with
everyday work, with one hand, and on the other hand with the
world of memories which provokes in her a sort of discomfort
which persecutes her.

ANDREY
ILIEVSKI VOLKASHIN

ANA
OPACIC

Greece | 2017 | ‘16

Turkey | 2018 | ‘20

OURANIA

REMNANTS

Ourania is a middle-aged woman who has neglected herself. A
unknown young man who suddenly appears in her life will help
her rediscover her feminine nature.

Remnants” touches upon the issue of migration from villages to
big cities in developing countries through the eyes of a man who
returns to his hometown because of his estranged father’s death.
The film depicts eccentric characters and explores the daily
life in this forgotten village while following a man’s search for
justification to ease his guilty conscience for leaving everything
behind.

DESPOINA
KOURTI

EMRE
GULCAN

Macedonia | 2018 | ‘20

Macedonia | 2017 | ‘14

RULES OF ART

THE LAST CHURCH BELLS

“Rules of Art” is a thriller as a genre, as well as love melodrama.
Main character of the film is Albert, a private investigator, who
has his own agency in the city. During several cases related to
infidelity, we discover the detective’s true passion, his lifetime
obsession which is not directed on voyeuristic spying of other
people’s lives, but towards capturing fragments of human
destinies, moments which he freezes with his camera. This short
film is a presentation of modern and estranged life, and on the
other hand, true ode for the art.

The last remaining occupant of an old abandoned village
communicates with the last remaining occupant of the
neighnuring village via the church bell.

ALEK
RUSJAKOV
SABEDIN
SELMANI

NIKOLA
POPOVSKI

France, Greece | 2018 | ‘26

Macedonia | 2017 | 16’

THE SILENCE OF THE DYING FISH

THEY COME FROM THE CENTER
OF THE WORLD

Makis is a fish farm worker. On his way to work one morning, he
is informed that he has died the day before. After failed attempts
to prove that he is alive, he accepts his fate with indifference and
he spends his last day trying to secure shelter and caretakers for
his beloved canaries, up until the time of his funeral.

I dream about the beast that lives at the bottom of the lake.
Only few people have seen it. The air freezes when it’s near
you because it’s heart is too cold. They say you should not look
it in the eyes, because your heart will freeze as well. Only one
woman has looked the beast in the eyes, but her heart is sad and
frozen long time ago.

VASILIS
KEKATOS

DINA
DUMA

Croatia | 2018 | 20’

TINA & SENDY
Two girls meeting at a porn audition, getting infatuated by one
another and going through a journey in one day and one night
followed by one dominant male figure, whose face we never see,
but who plays as the force that separates them. It is a film about
friendship and a metaphor for power and dominance that gets in the
way of woman who could connect more strongly otherwise. Other
than carrying that message, the movie has dark humor, a flashy
and at moments uncomfortable atmosphere and a distinctive East
European girl aesthetic.

HANI
DOMAZET

SHORT
COMPETITION

Kosovo | 2017 | 25’

Albania | 2017 | 20’

A MONTH

ATILA

Ana is a 40-year-old unmarried blind women who lives the
agreement of her four sisters. Their pact concludes that every
one of the four sisters will take care of Ana at their respective
homes for a month each. The Government pays social
assistance worth 120-euros per month to the handicapped.
A family member who nurses that disabled person is entitled to
the money. Her four sisters are Gonja (45), Fatmirja (46), Ajshja
(33) and Valbona (50). Ana is a kind person of few words; she
rarely speaks. Her utmost enjoyment is listening to music on her
old radio and playing with her sister’s kids. “A month” is based on
a real life story that happened in post-war Kosovo.

KUJTIM is a fisherman who works in his father in law boat. His
life is stacked in between a tragic moment in the past and his
hopeless present. Finding himself in a crossroad he decides to
take a risky adventure into the sea.

ZGJIM
TERZIQI

BENART
LAZE

USA, Kosovo | 2018 | 19’

Albania | 2017 | 18’

BINI

BON APPÉTIT

At the outbreak of the Kosovo War, six year old Bini is only
thinking about his most prized possession, a piece of candy.
When suddenly he and his family are packed into a crowded
truck and faced with life threatening obstacles, Bini learns that
candy may not be the only thing of value he loses that day.

A man hungry for power finds a new way to satisfy his appetite.

ERBLIN
NUSHI

ERENIK
BEQIRI

Kosovo | 2018 | 7’

Kosovo | 2017 | 19’

DRITA

MEMORY

At the beginning of 1999 in one of the cities of Kosovo we see
Drita, an isolated deaf woman who is smelling that the war is
coming from the village to the city. she begins the preparation for
the survival of a possible isolation!

Elder Syla goes out of the house to buy a gift toy for his
grandson. Because of Alzheimer disease, facing a cold winter
and heavy snow, he fails to remember way back home.

RITA
KRASNIQI

ILIRJAN
HIMAJ

Albania | 2017 | 29’

Kosovo | 2018 | 14’

PLASTIC FLOWERS

ROUTINE

An old couple from the Albanian countryside, receives a wedding
invitation from a close relative to the capital city. At first they are
very enthusiastic, but soon the indifferent and snobbish people
around, make them feel unwelcome.

After the death of Alban’s brothers in the fire that burnt down their
home, the entire family suffers from a shock, mental disorder
and extreme poverty. Of all the family members, Alban has been
affected the most by this tragedy.

YLLJET
ALIÇKA

BEKIM
GURI

Kosovo | 2018 | 12’

Albania | 2018 | 26’

SUN

THE POET

People live in a city entirely covered by dark clouds. The
professor tells his students of the myth, the sun burns everything
it touches. A student is brave enough to explain to the professor
that this theory is not true, as she’s seen the sun and was
touched by its rays. The prof decides to join her into proving the
world wrong.

“The Poet” focuses on the vicissitudes and adventures of a
talented poet after the collapse of communism in Albania,
who in front of economic difficulties, due to the new facing
realities, discovers another way to survive by making poetry of
condolences and poetic death announcements.

MJELLME
ISTREFI

ATINA
LAÇO

Kosovo | 2017 | 11’

Albania | 2017 | 14’

THE STATION

THE TRAP

...high mountains on both sides of it and a small boat in the
middle that destroys the silence in this small hidden and forgotten
part of Earth. Something starts to move.

Because of the enormous traps, we feel alive.

LEART
RAMA

ARTUR
GORISHTI

Kosovo | 2017 | 21’

Albania | 2017 | 7’

TISZA

WITHOUT WATER

Beni is a “cool” teenager who is good in football, is happy in his
social triangle with his friend Gezim who also plays football and
his girlfriend Ema who both boys like. Beni’s life journey becomes
dramatic when he receives an invitation for a trial in a French
football team. This invitation is a miracle for him but at the same
time it shakes his social triangle. The journey in making his
miracle come true gets complicated when the Embassy refuses
visa for him and his father decides to send out his son in football
trial in France through illegal routes of immigration.

Shortage of water is common in Tirana, Albania. Therefore,
reserves of water are located in the rooftops of the houses. Two
young men are stealing water on the roof of their building. The
owner of the water deposit appears and angrily runs towards
them. They fight until they realize they are from the same town.
The three of them now get the water from another deposit.

VALTER
LUCAJ

ENEOS
ÇARKA

OFFICIAL
MEDIA PARTNER

Is an Albanian producer based in Tirana.
Qurku holds a master degree on Art
Management, Law and Literature. She
is co-founder of Balkan Film & Food
Festival which takes place every year in
Pogradec. Her production company “Action
Production” was founded at 2015 and she
has produced a feature documentary and
co-produced Kosovo film “The Field of
Black Birds”. On 2012 she founded Art-ImPulse, an association which organizes and
promotes art and cultural events in Albania
while cooperating with a lot of artists and
associations around Europe.

JONIDA
VOKSHI
Was born in Tirana, Albania. Studied
theater directing and acting at the
University of Tirana and for over a decade,
she keeps being one of the best and most
wanted TV Presenter in Albania and the
region. She has just started the first season
of her new TV Show called “Personale”
at Digitalb which is Jonida’s daily work, but
besides this, she has performed plenty of
roles as an actress in various theatre plays
and in films at the same time.
Her last movie project is called “Open
Door” directed by Florenc Papas, when she
plays Elma, one of the lead characters.

JETONA
KOCIBELLI
Jetona is an Albanian born TV personality
based in Tirana. She graduated in
journalism and communications from the
University of Tirana and currently works
as a journalist for Top Channel with culture
and arts as her main focus.

MEDIA — JURY

GERTA
QURKU

NON-COMPETITION

1968
FOR ANOTHER
DREAM
A PROGRAMME
CURATED BY

FEDERICO ROSSIN
FOR TIFF

UTOPIA BECOMES BETTER
AND BETTER THE LONGER
WE WAIT FOR IT. ALEXANDER KLUGE

Many celebrations are under way for the 50th anniversary of 1968: why then
experience one more? And what, precisely? We believe that evaluating the

political, but especially aesthetic legacy of the cinema that came out of 1968
in America, Europe, and South America is the only way to test the historical
value of a globally-oriented movement (Immanuel Wallerstein) whose

banners, beyond any more or less defunct ideology, were everyday life as a

FEDERICO
ROSSIN

wide-ranging experience (Raoul Vaneigem) and the fight against the loss of

experience in ordinary life (Guy Debord). Experimenting with these forms of
life/forms of cinema is the lens through which we are going to watch a set

of films that still speak in future tense, jeering at the present and exposing
the past. Reducing a massive historical process of global transformation
of society – as most of mainstream historiographical culture and current

mass-media power are doing – to the sole student protest is deeply wrong

and coarsely superficial, equating the latter to an unrealistic, contradictory,

and violent gust, a barf in the mouth, at most a youthful dream without a past
and with no future. There are indeed the 1968 of students and May 1968, and

they are not the caricature that is being presented nowadays. There is also the
1968 of the labour movement fighting against the last ditch effort of Fordism;
the 1968 of the new psychiatry and alternative medicine; of the school world

and anti-authoritarian pedagogy; of the feminist and LGBT movements; of the
blacks’ fight in the USA; of the peace movement against the Vietnam war; of

the anti-colonial uprisings in Africa; of the liberation wars in South America;
of occupied Palestine taking up arms; of the Prague Spring and the Soviet

tanks; of Mexico City and the student massacre in Tlatelolco; of students’ and

1968
FOR ANOTHER DREAM
A PROGRAMME
CURATED BY FEDERICO ROSSIN
FOR TIRANA FILM FESTIVAL
UTOPIA BECOMES BETTER A
ND BETTER THE LONGER
WE WAIT FOR IT.
ALEXANDER KLUGE

farmers’ joint fight in Japan; of the conciliar movement and the worker-priests
within and against the Church, etc. Do the many 1968s share something, an

ethos, a deep drive, horizons of meaning, a convergence de luttes, as we used
to say? And if this convergence exists, how was it recorded, told, depicted,

embodied, and conveyed to the next generations through film? What were the
narrative codes and cinematic forms with which the novelty of the struggles

and the elusive, libertarian plurality of the subjects involved were mimetically
mirrored? In short, which were the swerves from the ruling sign system, then

as now, that are still lasting as decisive lessons in film ethics, style invention,
and iconographic imagination? This is the 1968 experience that we are trying
to live with and for the Tirana audience. Fifty years after 1968, we may have

reached the middle ground between posterity’s historiographical detachment
(to which we belong based on age) and the contemporaries’ account (whom
we listened to every decade anniversary

with growing irritation and suspicion). With their multiple versions and

pasts, the latter confirm a fact that will turn out decisive for future scholars:
it is impossible to reduce the chain of events usually encapsulated in the

name 1968 to a single political timeline and space. Because the 1968 we are
interested in corresponds neither to the ‘recreational’ parenthesis of the

beloved Parisian May nor to its European collective imagination, just as the

images and sounds that described this plural and polymorphous event are not
only those that we have been seeing on each celebration for fifty years, and

now even find as items of exhibitions, out-of-context trendy icons reproduced
ad libitum on bags, T-shirts, and vintage tags. Breaking conventional forms

of protest corresponded to breaking conventional forms of cinema. Political
revolutions are always paralleled by revolutions in artistic form. We are not

interested in getting rid of the 1968 mythology, but we mean to deconstruct
it and expand it to other contexts and film-related ideas. Breaking with

ethnocentrism (Loin du Vietnam is all of this and more, in its formal freedom
and collective practice), giving up mere ideological claims (Themroc is too
wild to be co-opted by political movements or parties), getting it over with
nostalgic attitudes (Medium Cool leads us from tv propaganda straight to

Donald Trump): these are both cinematic and political gestures inflected in the
present tense. What matters for us is the polyphonic and irreducible nature

of this hybrid, crazy and expanded cinema. Breaking through the boundaries,
be they geographical, political, or individual, was one of the characteristics

to be found in the cinema of 1968: the internationalism of shared ideologies
engendered a cinema dissatisfied with the stylistic features (emphasis on

content) and code words (ideology) of ossified activism. Therefore, long-term
utopian perspectives and references imposed from above (political party or
mass movement) tend to fall through. The difficult, but fruitful relationship
between class struggle and formal innovation adds on the libertarian path

that politically-conscious artists (such as Jean Rouch) were also treading:
the new theatre that stages collective rituals, or art trying to flee from art

galleries and the market (land art, arte povera , performance art, etc.), all
are producing materials to forge a new collective imagination and new

instruments of analysis and criticism (L’an 01 shows how the dissemination

of languages really was operating in artists and students). Experimental filmmaking emerges from the ghetto in which film industry had relegated it, and

begins to sow the seeds of the cinema of the real: the viewer’s standpoint is
questioned in order to see in a different way; the filmic support is attacked

to break the spectacle’s illusion; the logic of classic editing is broken up to

capture the discontinuity of reality; sound is de-synched to hear noises and

words better; mise-en-scène and documentary are mixed to take the ideology
of transparency apart, and so on. The cinema born around 1968 throughout

the world represented an extraordinarily vital laboratory of creation whose is
unchanged: let’s experience it for our present blinded by the market and for
our belated future.

PROGRAM:
OUT FROM THE CRACKS
IN THE REALSOC

Yugoslavia | 1965 | 81´

ARBER
ZAIMI
FOREWORD
There was not one dream, to begin with. It was
already split, following geopolitical borders, divided in classes, subalterned within strata. In three
steps we will follow a trajectory: starting from
the underbelly of real socialist countries, where
official ethics of work happiness is undermined
by existentialist angst – the beginning of freedom.
Then we will bear witness to the winter shivering that anteceded the Prague´s spring. In the
end, we will jump westwards, a dialectic conflict
embedded within the dream and the prospect of a
nightmare lures there.

MAN IS NOT A BIRD BY DUSAN MAKAVEJEV
CZECHOSLOVAKIA | 1966 | 71´

A REPORT ON THE PARTY AND THE GUESTS
Italy | 1971 | 125´

THE WORKING CLASS GOES TO HEAVEN

PROGRAM:
NICHILISM AS ANTIDOTE
GETTING AWAY WITH MURDER
THE MORAL LAW OFF ME

EDON
QESARI
In Italy, 1968 definitely produced a widespread popular awareness
of the profound changes that had infected society everywhere.
The cinema of the 1950s had been an extraordinary performer of
its years: the economic boom of that decade was immediately
showed on the big screen. It was therefore easy to imagine that
social transformations in the late 1960s, as well as the via italiana
of experiencing them, also found their place in movie-making.
However, some fundamental technical and artistic changes
had already taken place. Both Neorealism and the Commedia
all’Italiana - the former rapidly and the latter more slowly – had
closed their phases. The mid-60s marked the start of new efforts
for a cinema that felt tired after the flourishing of its classical era.
The economic boom, when film production attracted the attention
of all the intellectual and economic dynamics of Italy, had left a
crisis that seemed increasingly obvious. Such developments shed
light on the epochal discomfort that would follow, as well as on
the work of movie-directors. The only hope of the latter was to
keep up the Italian cinema and social attention to it, through the
experimentation of new paths. Thus, the late 1960s attested the
introduction of several movements that would follow to have some
stability during the 1970s. Among them, the political film genre, as
a straight interpreter of the disiagio giovanile (youth discomfort)
– and society’s as a whole - will mark the milestone. From issues
related to student unrest to those of class conflict, and to the
problems of Mafia in the Italian South, politically committed cinema
tried to go deeper in the mission which Neorealism once carried.
The result, or rather one of the results of this effort is the detective
movies genre (poliziotesco, as it started to be called). Inspired
by the 1940-1950 noir originated in Hollywood, this type of movie
would go about to reflect in depth the social breakdown produced
by the overwhelming crisis of the 1960s and 1970s. It did it in its
own way: using more violence and being openly more pessimistic,
reflecting in colours the extraordinary contradictions that the
American cinema could explain only through B/W contrast. Thus,
nihilism became the key word and epilogue of a troubled era, while
cinema its crudest megaphone.

Italy| 1972 | 88’

MILANO CALIBER 9 BY FERNANDO DI LEO
1972 | 83’

SBATTI IL MOSTRO IN PRIMA PAGINA
BY MARCO BELLOCCHIO
1973 | 98´

LA POLIZIA INCRIMINA, LA LEGGE ASSOLVE
BY ENZO G. CASTELLARI

A GLOBAL REVOLUTION by Federico Rossin
Far From Vietnam by Joris Ivens, William Klein,
Claude Lelouch, Agnès Varda, Jean-Luc Godard,
Chris Marker, Alain Resnais | France | 1967 | 116’

NICHILISM AS ANTIDOTE by Edon Qesari

A PICNIC BEFORE THE SPRING by Arbër Zaimi

OUT FROM THE CRACKS IN THE REALSOC
by Arbër Zaimi

A Report on the Party and the Guests
by Jan Němec | Czechoslovakia | 1966 | 71´
ALL POWER TO THE IMAGINATION!
by Federico Rossin
The Year 01 by Jacques Doillon, Alain Resnais,
Jean Rouch | France | 1973 | 87’

FOR ANOTHER DREAM – MAY ’68

lectures & film on the occasion of the 50th anniversary

BE REALISTIC, DEMAND THE IMPOSSIBLE
by Federico Rossin

Milan Caliber 9 by Fernando Di Leo
| Italy | 1972 | 88’

Man Is Not a Bird by Dusan Makavejev
| Yugoslavia | 1965 | 81´
THE BOSS NEEDS YOU, YOU DON’T NEED
HIM by Federico Rossin
Themroc by Claude Faraldo
| France | 1973 | 110’
THE MIND BETRAYS THE FIST by Arbër Zaimi

BEGINNING by ARTAVAZD PELESHIAN
| URSS | 1967 | 9’

The Working Class Goes To Heaven
by Elio Petri | Italy | 1971 | 125´

Contestação by João Silvério Trevisan
| Brazil | 1969 | 15’

THE MORAL LAW OFF ME by Edon Qesari

Actua 1 by Philippe Garrel | France | 1968 | 6’

High Crime (La Polizia Incrimina, la Legge Assolve) by Enzo G. Castellari | 1973 | 98’

Film-tract n°1968 by Gérard Fromanger,
Jean-Luc Godard | France | 1968 | 3’

WIND FROM THE EAST by Federico Rossin

Color Test: The Red Flag by Gerd Conradt
| Germany | 1968 | 13’

June Turmoil by Želimir Žilnik
| Yugoslavia | 1969 | 10’

De Oppresso Liber by Carlos Bustamante
| Germany | 1968 | 5’

The Forest by Ivan Balaďa
| Czechoslovakia | 1969 | 12’

CAMERA AS A WEAPON by Federico Rossin
Medium Cool by Haskell Wexler | USA | 1969 | 110’

Oratorio for Prague by Jan Němec
| Czechoslovakia | 1968 | 30’

GETTING AWAY WITH MURDER by Edon Qesari

Don’t Cry by Grzegorz Królikiewicz
| Poland | 1972 | 9’

Slap the Monster on Page One
(Sbatti il Mostro in Prima Pagina)
by Marco Bellocchio | Italy | 1972 | 83’

The Gratinated Brains of Pupilija Ferkeverk
by Karpo Godina | Yugoslavia | 1970 | 11’

EVERY DAY FROM 19HR
LECTURES & FILM ON THE OCCASION OF THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF MAY’ 68

Pjeter Bogdani, 37
Tirana, Albania
069 471 9595
kinotirana@gmail.com

2018
OSCAR NOMINATED
SHORT FILMS

USA | 2017 | 20’

DEKALB ELEMENTARY

MY NEPHEW EMMETT

Inspired by a true story, a 911 call plays out against the backdrop
of a school shooting incident in Atlanta, Georgia.

At 2:30 a.m. on Aug. 28, 1955, in the most racially divided state
in the country, 64-year-old Mose Wright tries to protect his
14-year-old nephew Emmett Till from two racists who are out for
blood.

REED
VAN DYK

KEVIN
WILSON, JR.

OSCAR NOMINATED SHORT FILMS 2018 - LIVE ACTION

USA | 2017 | 20’

OSCAR NOMINATED SHORT FILMS 2018 - LIVE ACTION

Australia | 2016 | 13’

UK | 2017 | 20’

THE ELEVEN O’CLOCK

THE SILENT CHILD

The delusional patient of a psychiatrist believes he is actually
the doctor. As they each attempt to treat each other the session
spirals out of control.

Busy parents Sue and Paul decide to get help from social worker,
Joanne, to prepare their youngest daughter Libby, who is deaf,
for the big step of going to school for the first time. Joanne and
Libby bond almost immediately, with Joanne beginning to teach a
responsive Libby British Sign Language.

DERIN
SEALE

CHRIS
OVERTON

Germany & Kenyan | 2017 | 23’

WATU WOTE/ALL OF US

KATJA
BENRATH

OSCAR NOMINATED SHORT FILMS 2018 - LIVE ACTION

For a decade Kenya has been targeted by terrorist attacks from
the Al-Shabaab. An atmosphere of anxiety and mistrust between
Muslims and Christians is growing. Until December 2015, when
Muslim bus passengers show that solidarity can prevail.

2018
OSCAR NOMINATED
SHORT FILMS

France | 2016 | 7’

DEAR BASKETBALL

GARDEN PARTY

Dear Basketball is a 2017 American animated short film written
and narrated by Kobe Bryant and directed and animated by Glen
Keane, with music by John Williams. The film is based on a letter
Kobe Bryant wrote to The Players’ Tribune on November 29,
2015 announcing his retirement from basketball.

In a deserted rich house, a couple of amphibians explore their
surroundings and follow their primal instincts.

GLEN
KEANE

F.Babikian T.Dufresne
V.Bayoux G.Grapperon
L.Navarro
V.Caire

OSCAR NOMINATED SHORT FILMS 2018 - ANIMATION

USA | 2017 | 5’

OSCAR NOMINATED SHORT FILMS 2018 - ANIMATION

USA | 2017 | 7’

France | 2017 | 6’

LOU

NEGATIVE SPACE

Pixar short about a pile of lost and found items coming together
to teach a toy-stealing schoolyard bully a valuable lesson.

A nostalgic look at a father (a traveling businessman) and his
complicated relationship with his left-behind son alongside the
efficient skill of packing.

MAX
PORTER
DAVE
MULLINS

RU
KUWAHATA

UK | 2016 | 29’

REVOLTING RHYMES

JAKOB
SCHUH
JAN
LACHAUER

OSCAR NOMINATED SHORT FILMS 2018 - ANIMATION

Based on the much-loved children’s book written by Roald Dahl
and illustrated by Quentin Blake, Revolting Rhymes takes the
classic fairy tales of Little Red Riding Hood, Snow White, The
Three Little Pigs, Jack and the Beanstalk and Cinderella, then
mixes them together and serves them with a mischievous twist.

O!PLA 2018 – almost 22.000 Jury members,
almost 90. festival venues located between
Baltic Sea and Tatra Mountains, more than 100.
shorts divided into 8 competition categories –
these numbers briefly outline the specifics of
the most unique and completely grassroots
biggest Polish celebration of animated film.
Now O!PLA is back with a new program
entraining viewers from around the world into

the newest and the coolest Polish animation
(O!PLA means “Oh! Polish Animation”, but also:
“Oh! People Love Animation”). And traditionally
the program is created by “the biggest Jury in
the world” - Audience. Starting of 2013 O!PLA
consequently grows in strength, but one thing
remains constant - independence and passion,
which standing behind the O!PLA.

CARROT FIELD

HOW THE BLACK HOLE BEGINS |

STONE (org. KAMIEŃ)

STRANGE CASE

STRANGE CASE

Poland 2017, 13’30” | dir. Zbigniew Czapla

WITH THE ARTIST’S
KIND PERMISSION

YOU ARE OVERREACTING

FAIL

OH MOTHER!

LITTLE GIANT

Poland 2017, 03’08”| dir. Maciej Dydyński

COME ON KASIA
– IT WON’T HARM YOU!

IF YOU CAN…

OHOHO

STARDUST

WHY YOU SCHOULD NEVER EVER
FEED PIGEONS

Poland 2016, 16’ | dir. Kacper Zamarło

Poland 2017, 13’30”| dir. Zbigniew Czapla

Poland 2017, 3’52” | dir. Karina Paciorkowska

| Poland 2017, 2’34”| dir. Łukasz Rusinek

Poland 2017, 04’26”| dir. Karolina Gołębiowska

Poland/Spain 2017, 05’05” | dir. Wojciech Ostrycharz

Poland 2017, 6’37” | dir. Aleksandra Filipowicz &
Konrad Ożgo

Poland 2018, 02’05” | dir. Elena Volozneva

Poland 2018, 04’49” | dir. Marcin Ożóg

Poland 2016, 10’10” | dir./prod.: Piotr Bosacki

Poland 2017, 12’15” | dir. Paulina Ziółkowska

Poland 2017, 01’14” | dir. Hanna Rybak

Poland 2017, 01’20” | dir./prod.: Agnieszka Świętek

IVÁN
ARGOTE

VIDEO ART
Iv·n Argote (Bogot·, 1983, based in Paris)
works explore the relationship in between
history, politics and the construction of our
own subjectivities. His films, sculptures, collages, and public space installations temps
to generate questions about how we relate
to the others, to the state, to patrimony and
traditions. His works are critics, sometimes
anti-establishment, and deal with the idea of
bringing affects to the politics, and politics
to the affects with a dry and tender tone.
His works has been shown in several solo
exhibitions as (selection) : Somos, Galeria
Vermelho, Sao Paulo, 2017 ; La Venganza
del Amor, Perrotin, New York, 2017 ; SÌrvete
de mi, sÌrveme de ti, Proyecto Amil, Lima,
2016 ; Strengthlessness, Standard High
Line, New York, US, 2016 ; An idea of progress, SPACE, London, 2016 ; CÛmo lavar
la losa coherentemente, NC Arte, Bogot·,
2016 ; La puesta en marcha de un sistema,

Galeria ADN, Barcelona, 2015 ; Reddish
Blue, DT Project, Brussels, 2015 ; Letís
write a history of hopes, Galeria Vermelho,
Sao Paul, 2014 ; Strengthlessness, Galerie
Perrotin, Paris, 2014 ; La Estrategia, Palais
de Tokyo, Paris, 2013 ; Sin heroÌsmos, por
favor, CA2M, Madrid, 2012, among others.
He has also participated in number of
group exhibitions as (selection) : 2017 - Bienal Sur, Buenos Aires & Bogota ; Continua
SphËres ENSEMBLE, Le Centquatre-Paris,
Paris ; Du Verbe ‡ La Communication,
CarrÈ díArt, NÓmes ; A Decolonial Atlas,
Vincent Price Art Museum, Monterey Park
(CA) ; Monumentos, anti-monumentos y
nueva escultura p˙blica, Museo de Arte de
Zapopan, Zapopan ; Future Generation Art
Prize, PinchukArtCentre, Kiev & Palazzo Contarini Polignac, Venice Biennale,
Venice ; 2016 - Bread and Roses, Museum
of Modern Art in Warsaw ; Festival Hors
Pistes, Centre Pompidou, Paris & Malaga;

Ideologue, Utah Museum of Contemporary
Art, Salt Lake City ; Dear Betty : Run Fast,
Bite Hard ! ; 2015 - Intersections, Cisneros
Fountanals Foundation, Miami ; 5th Thessaloniki Biennale, Thessaloniki ; Levitate,
Museums Quartier, Vienna ; LíÈloge de
líheure, MUDAC, Lausanne ; 2014 - Nuit
Blanche, Pavillon VendÙme, Paris ; Buildering : Misbehaving the City, Blaffer Art
Museum, Houston & CAC Contemporary
Arts Center, Cincinnati ; Colonia Apocrifa,
MUSAC, LÈon ; The Part In The Story...,
Witte de With, Rotterdam ; Utopian Days Freedom, Total Museum of Contemporary
Art, Seoul ; All about these..., National Gallery of Arts, Tirana ; Festival Hors Pistes,
Centre Pompidou, Paris ; 2013 - Tectonic,
Moving Museum, Dubai ; Los irrespetuosos, Museo Carrilo Gil, MÈxico DF ; 2012
- 30th Sao Paulo Biennial, Sao Paulo ;
Girarse, Joan MirÛ Fundation, Barcelona,
among others.

Colombia | 2018

Colombia | 22’ | 2017

SI MI SOL

AS FAR AS WE COULD GET

“Si mi sol” (“Yes my Sun”) is a poem that scrolls on the facades on one of the
most emblematic building of the city of Bogota, named Torre Colpatria.

Axis, History, La Venganza Del Amor, The Other, Ideologies, Antipodes, The
World. In his film “As Far As We Could Get” that contains documentary and
fictional elements.

Colombia | 12’ | 2018

Colombia | 21’ | 2016

REDDISHBLUE MEMORIES

FRUCTOSE

Reddishblue Memories uses the artist’s affective memories as part of an
ongoing project of research and speculation based on a rumor associated
with the history of George Eastman’s Kodak company, and its switch from
Kodachrome to Ektachrome.

Deep in the English countryside, the government has preserved an apple tree,
supposedly the very same from which Isaac Newton’s apple fell from.

Thessaloniki | 21’ | 2015

Colombia | 30’ | 2014

ACTIVISSIME : CHILDREN PROTEST WORKSHOP

THE MESSENGERS

The workshop was developed by the artist as part of a commission for the 5th
Thessaloniki Biennale, and is part of a series of protest workshops with children
that Argote has been doing since 2011.

The Messengers follows Gaby and Blaine, two young Americans with a
particular political and intellectual background, wandering two small “historical”
towns, one in Colombia (Mompox) and the other in the south of Spain.

NON - COMPETITION

Denmark | 2017 | 79’

THE INCREDIBLE STORY
OF THE GIANT PEAR

Distribution in Albania:

PHILLIP
EINSTEIN LIPSKI
JØRGEN
LERDAM
AMALIE
NÆSBY FICK

KIDS FEATURE

A message in a bottle, a seed planted in a land where fruit sprouts in only
one night, a mysterious rescue operation and of course, the friendship of two
true friends – all “The Incredible Story of the Giant Pear” about the giant fruit
that becomes a comfortable ship for navigating the open sea.

Germany | 2015 | 97’

RAFFI
AREND
AGTHE

KIDS FEATURE

An 8-year-old boy has to rescue his hamster after a crook nabs it for its
special talents.

Distribution in Albania:

Netherland | 2015 | 102’

LITTLE GANGSTER
A clever Dutch family comedy, “The Little Gangster” finds our grade-school
hero managing to escape constant bullying by convincing his classmates —
and an entire neighborhood — that his milquetoast father is in fact a Mafia
don. Those who expect kid pics to have a constructive message might take
exception to this one’s apparent takeaway that a little intimidation can be
a good thing, so long as you really mean no harm (and target only actual
bullies). For everyone else, Arne Toonen’s slick feature will go down easy
as an entertaining, neatly plotted comedy that could tempt limited offshore
specialty sales and remake bids.

Distribution in Albania:

KIDS FEATURE

ARNE
TOONEN

SHORT KIDs

Fiction | Denmark | 2017 | 25’

Animation | UK | 2018 | 4’

ADNAN’S FATHER BY SYLVIA LE FANU

BILLIE BY MAKI YOSHIKURA

Sayid, a refugee doctor from Syria, has just received a Danish residence
permit, and is about to embark on establishing a new life in rural Denmark
together with his son Adnan. At the same time as having to learn a new
language, he faces the challenge of maintaining his boy’s respect, in a
situation where Adnan’s assimilation seems to be going somewhat faster
than his own.

Billie’s happy life comes to a sudden end when one morning her
beloved owner doesn’t wake up. She is lonely and lost until one
day her life takes a new turn...

Fiction | UK | 2017 | 18’

Animation | France | 2018 | 10’

CHYANTI BY VEEMSEN LAMA

CLEMENCE’S AFTERNOON

In the midst of the Maoist revolution, Ram, a guerrilla fighter, returns home
to celebrate the festival of Dashain, only to realise that if he is to feed his
family and send his daughter to school, he must sell Chyanti, the family
goat, so beloved by his daughter, Sani.

BY LÉNAÏG LE MOIGNE

Clemence and her parents participate to a big country picnic.
Arriving late, Clemence joins the other children who are already
playing away from adults, but everything does not happen in the
good mood expected.

Animation | UK | 2018 | 14’

IAN by ABEL GOLDFARB

INVADERS BY DANIEL PRINCE

Discrimination, bullying and indifference keep him away from his
beloved playground. But Ian won’t give up easily and will achieve
something amazing.

On Christmas Eve, a small UFO struggling to fit in and find his place in the
universe follows his two mischievous friendâ€™s down to earth to work on
their extraterrestrial skills, whilst trying to impress and gain acceptance he
inadvertently changes Christmas forever.

Fiction | France | 2017 | 25’

Fiction | Macedonia | 2018 | 16’

Le Petit by Lorenzo Bianchi

MISHKO by HANIS BAGASHOV

In his remote village, Luka has already seen the worst. His father’s
disease and a very close relation with his mother mean he’s
become the man of the house. When she unexpectedly invites
the nurse to have lunch with them during one of his visits, he is
jealous. He decides to invite his own guest.

Angel, quiet and withdrawn boy, goes with his friend Mishko to
pick apples, in order to sell them later. But, as the day passes,
Angel is increasingly facing the cruelty of Mishko and his own
parents.

SHORT KIDs

Animation | Argentina | 2018 | 8’

SHORT KIDs

Animation | UK | 2018 | 12’

Animation | China | 2018 | 8’

MOTH BY EWA TUCZKÓW

SISTER

Jumping between reality and fantasy, Moth follows 8-year old Mabil as she
escapes the troubles of her family with her vivid daydreams and imaginary
moth friend. However, her fantasy is interrupted when she is forced to face
her family past and put an end to her fantasies.

A man remembers his childhood memory of growing up with an
annoying little sister in 1990s China. How would his life have
been if things had gone differently?

BY SIQI SONG

Fiction | Bosnia-Herzegovina | 2018 | 15’

Fiction | Belgium | 2017 | 20’

SNOW FOR WATER

SUMMER RAIN

BY CHRISTOPHER VILLIERS
Set in 1994 during the Siege of Sarajevo, a father asks his two
children (8yrs and 5yrs) to dodge the sniper bullets and fill the
bath with freshly fallen snow, so that when it melts they can use
it as water. He then heads off to visit their mother in hospital. The
children risk their lives to obey.

BY MIWAKO VAN WEYENBERG
Keita is a 8-year old boy from a Belgian-Japanese family. During
the summer break, he spends two weeks with his grandparents
at the Flemish countryside.

Fiction | Canada | 2017 | 9’

Fiction | USA | 2017 | 14’

TRANSMITTER RECEIVER

WONDERLAND BY TIFFANIE HSU

by VINCENT WILSON

Animation | Spain | 2018 | 6’

ZOMBIE TIME BY ALFONSO FULGENCIO
Two zombies, one fate.

Twelve-year-old Adeline Tang struggles to navigate America’s adult
playground and keep her mother’s gambling under control, all for
the promise of that perfect family Christmas holiday once her father
arrives. But as the days unfold, Adeline realizes that growing up
might not hold all the excitement she’d been hoping for.

Albania | 2018 | 28’

We Have the Sun BY PETRIT RUKA
In Albania 1991, three children decide to invent the movie
projection.

SHORT KIDs

In order to escape the monotony and boredom of the end of the
school year, a young boy fabricates a transceiver-receiver to
communicate with strangers in the sky.

France | 2018 | 22’

Mexico | 2018 | 5’

DINOSAUR DAY

Dogma

GENERATION

BY JULIETTE KEMPF

BY DENNYS RODRÍGUEZ

Marthe has to face a dragon, edit a bride and avoid blows. Because
today Simon is turning 6, and she decided to organize everything
for his birthday party. But Marthe is tired...

In a humble home someone has broken a very valuable object,
Juan implements all the methods of punishments necessary to
find the culprit.

Italy | 2018 | 15’

Spain | 2017 | 18’

IN YOUR PLACE

MOTHER

BY GIUSEPPE CARLEO
Annachiara lives in the suburbs of Palermo with her family. She
wants to win back her ex boyfriend. Her grandma suggests that
she uses an ancient rite that could save the destiny of her lost
love.

BY RODRIGO SOROGOYEN

The everyday conversation between Marta and her mother turns into a tragic
against-the-clock situation when they get a call from the former’s son.

France | 2018 | 23’

NOT EVEN A LINE

POLLUX BY MICHAËL DICHTER

BY VÍCTOR E.D. SOMOZA
As they do every afternoon Encarna and Rosario meet up to
have churros for afternoon snack in their neighbourhood cafe.
However, today is a special day. Today they willl be changing
their usual conversation topics.

No summer camp this year for 13-year-old Vivian and Max because
of the imminent closure of the factory where their parents are
working. But Vivian has a plan to make money and allow them to go
to the camp anyway. Accompanied by Tom, their childhood friend,
they will run into a race against time.

Denmark | 2017 | 22’

Australia | 2018 | 12’

SHADOW BOXER

THE NANNY BY MAX MILLER

BY ANDREAS BØGGILD MONIES
The young daughter of a professional female boxer realizes that she can
only bring her injured, wheelchair bound mom back into the ring, if she
takes on the fight herself.

A normal day for a nanny and her child carries a sense of unease,
the hours unveiling a story of obsession and desperation.

GENERATION

c,

Spain | 2017 | 17’

Belgium | 2017 | 15’

Norway, Poland | 2018 | 30’

TRAJECTORIES

TSANTSA

GENERATION

BY LOUISE-MARIE HUBERT

BY ROBIN LIPO

Three young ladies. Three trajectories. Each one confronted to a choice.

TSANTSA is a shrunken head road movie about growing up in
relationships. Young Polish couple is going to work to Norway their promised land. Along the way they encounter many obstacles
which reveals their true faces. Dreamer Bruno has to face the
myth of his father in order to move into adulthood.

Switzerland | 2018 | 14’

France | 2017 | 12’

TSAR BOMBA

UNDER MOM’S SKIRT

BY OSKAR ROSETTI
Irina, a hard-working single mom, lives with her only son Ivan, 19 years old,
in a modest apartment, and tries to keep educating him despite he’s a young
adult. One day, she sees a video showing a gang rape, and finds out her son
is involved in it.

BY SARAH HEITZ DE CHABANEIX
A young woman goes with her mother for a routine medical checkup, but this appointment will provide way too much information for
her to handle… Some things should remain private, right?

Sweden | 2018 | 14’

Cyprus, France | 2017 | 14’

2ND CLASS

ARIA

Charlotte has got a new job as a second grade teacher. One
night she is attacked by a nazi and is severely injured. When
she comes back to her students she discovers that one of her
students is the son of that nazi.

Athens, today. Seventeen-year-old Aria, who is working at Jimmy’s local
kebab place is waiting for a driving lesson with her father. When he nally
arrives, it is not to go for a drive; on the contrary, he con des in her the care
of a young Chinese immigrant who speaks neither Greek nor English.

BY MYRSINI ARISTIDOU

Italy | 2018 | 14’

USA | 2018 | 10’

BISMILLAH

FOR A BETTER LIFE

BY ALESSANDRO GRANDE
Samira is Tunisian, she is 10 years old and lives illegally in Italy
with her father and her 17-year-old brother. One night she will find
herself alone facing a problem that is just too big for her.

BY YASMIN MISTRY

Sold for $100 at the age of 5, Fekri suffers through years of abuse before
his plight is discovered. After almost a year of hospitalization and therapy
Fekri moves into a group home where he finds support, mentorship, and
eventual forgiveness towards the family which sold him.

NEW WORLD

BY JIMMY OLSSON

Italy | 2017 | 18’

Italy | 2018 | 7’

FUTURO PROSSIMO (NEAR FUTURE)

JE NE VEUX PAS MOURIR

BY SALVATORE MEREU

NEW WORLD

During the day, Rachel and Mojo wander about the city, looking for a job
without success. At night, they take shelter in one of the cabins at a seaside
resort. Until one morning...

BY MASSIMO LOI
GIANLUCA MANGIASCIUTTI

The tragedy of our times seen by those who will have to learn to
live tomorrow.

Spain | 2018 | 20’

Italy | 2018 | ‘15

JEZEBEL’S SPRING ROLLS

LA MADELEINE AND THE STRANGER

BY JOAN POL ARGENTER

BY ALESSANDRA CARDONE

Chen is a Chinese worker in an Asian food factory of Barcelona whose
job consists of labeling the spring rolls’ packs at the end of its production
process. Nothing distracts his attention except the brief appearances of Lilly.

A Romanian chef is getting his first Michelin Star, when he tastes a
particular wine: like with Proust’s “madeleinedz, that wine takes him
back to the past, when he was a young immigrate looking for a job.

Canada | 2017 | 11’

Germany, Albania | 2018 | ‘13

LAND

LARG

Land tells the story of an Afghan man’s search for integration
resulted in a connection in the most unexpected way.

The film deals with the issue of freedom of movement from the Albanians of
Kosovo. Rron, a young Albanian guy from Kosovo faces his expectations of
going illegally to Germany to follow his dream of becoming an artist. One of the
main film’s component is the city of Berlin and everything that goes on there.

France | 2017 | 15’

UK | 2017 | 15’

LATIN BABYLON

LÉO

Three Turkish workers traverse Iraq in a jeep heading to an
American military base construction only to find themselves
confronting Iraqi adolescent soldiers in a checkpoint.

Desperate to make money, Léo accepts a job smuggling a refugee couple
through France. However, Léo and the couple have separate expectations
concerning their destination.

BY AHMET NECDET CUPUR

BY ARIAN DALLADAKU

BY JULIAN ALEXANDER

NEW WORLD

BY SAMIRAMIS KIA

Spain | 2017 | 10’

Netherlands | 2017 | 14’

LIVING TOGETHER

NIGHTSHADE

Julien manages an school at a Paris suburb. After Bataclan attack, he
receives many guidelines from the Ministry to face any possible menace,
including making drills with children between 3 and 11 years old. He must
choice between saving their lives or saving their innocence.

When Tarik and his father Elias cause an accident while transporting
illegal immigrants, Tarik finally gets a chance to gain the acknowledgment
from his father he has yearned for, but at a high price - the loss of his own
innocence.

France | 2017 | 19’

Italy | 2018 | 19’

SUCK IT UP

THE LAST RHYME

BY JOSÉ LUIS SANTOS PÉREZ

NEW WORLD

BY JAN SITTA

Souad just passed her diploma as a beautician and got employed in a
classy beauty salon. Luck is with her.

BY SHADY EL HAMUS

BY CARLO FRACANZANI
A foreign student decides to come to Italy to write his graduation thesis. A
suitcase full of hopes and a notebook with some poems in which the last
one hasn’t a final are the only things she has. The meeting with a young
poet will help her to give a sense to the journey .

Switzerland | 2017 | 9’

YOU’RE WELCOME
You want to drink your coffee peacefully but instead you end up in a
situation where people start to stir up hatred against refugees – what do
you do?

NEW WORLD

BY REBECCA PANIAN

South Korea | 2017 | 13’

Greece | 2018 | 95’

ARI

BACK TO THE TOP

Nara, an 8-year-old girl, and her mother are going somewhere on a crosscountry bus. Gaeun, an 8-year-old girl, and her orphanage headmistress
are pleasantly walking hand in hand. The couple that is supposed to adopt
Gaeunis smiling at them. And then...

Leonidas is a punk rock young fellow living his life between
Athens and Thessaloniki. Playing the drums in a punk band and
being a avid collector of fossils, he wants to climb on the top of
Mt.Olympus with a group of friends. They will help Leonidas break
the record of ascending to Olympus on a wheelchair.

Australia | 2017 | 15’

France | 2017 | 20’

DEEP STORAGE

Just After Midnight

BY SANG BEOM KOO
DIVERGENT MINDS

BY SUSAN EARL

Gus, a stuttering loner, lives with his mum. When she dies he moves their
things into a local storage facility. Realising how safe and warm his storage
unit is, he moves in. He starts working there as a cleaner and meets coworker, socially awkward Sylvia, who shows him home is where love dwells.

BY STRATIS CHATZIELENOUDAS

by Jean-Raymond Garcia
Anne-Marie Puga

Suzanne is a young, blind teacher. Within a small community
of the visually impaired, she assiduously follows a course in art
history devoted to the erotology of Satan and to witches.

Spain | 2018 | 14’

JUST MOLLY AND ME

PIGGY

A bittersweet tale of love, addiction, and redemption, as Molly, a
fragile 80-year-old, and Peter, a tortured young man, find solace in
the most difficult of circumstances.

Sara is an overweight teen that lives in the shadow of a clique of cool girls
holidaying in her village. Not even her childhood friend, Claudia, defends
her when she’s bullied at the local pool in front of a unknown man. Her
clothes are stolen and Sara must get home wearing nothing but her bikini.
The long walk home will mark the rest of her life.

BY MARY LEE-WOOLF

BY CARLOTA PEREDA

DIVERGENT MINDS

UK | 2017 | 16’

France | 2018 | 15’

Italy | 2017 | 11’

ADDICTION #1

EL HIJO DE FATIMA

Elisa, obsessed by love with her best friend, goes at her home to declare it to
her. But her inhibition is the worse than her addiction. She runs into a wall.

SEVILLE - November 13th 2015 Fatima arrived to Sevilla from
Morocco to in order to get together with her son, but inexplicably
no one wants to tell her where he is. But a mother’s love has no
limits...

Netherlands | 2017 | 25’

Georgia | 2018 | 15’

FROM MARS AND VENUS

PRISONER OF SOCIETY

Gijs (17) sails together with his father, as an internship, from the Netherlands
to Wallonia. It was a long time ago that father and son were dependent on
each other. On the deck, their communication flows naturally, but words are
not as easily found in their personal conversations.

Prisoner of Society is an intimate journey into the world and mind of
a young transgender woman, trapped between her personal desire
for freedom and traditional expectations of her parents that threatens
their unity.

PARADE

BY RUN BO, JANOVICH BAZAROV

BY KEVIN KOK

BY CARLOTTA PICCININI

BY RATI TSITELADZE

NON - COMPETITION

Albania | 2018 | 27’

Romania | 2018 | 53’

AND FOR YOU I WILL
SING FOR ALL MY LIFE

ENVER’S BULB

The attempt to shed light on the urban legend about a mysterious
link between Italy and Albania, drives two directors to retrace
the intricate media relationship between the two people over the
last fifty years. The two will cross Albania bike-riding, trying to
pursuit a truth that systematically drives elsewhere: on the web,
in archival materials, in former dictator Enver Hoxha’s private life,
in the streets questioning the locals.

100 years after Edison had invented the electric bulb, the last
Balkan mountain valleys saw the first electric light thanks to
Enver Hoxha, dictator of one of the most oppressive Stalinist
dictatorships of the entire 20th century. Historical propaganda
film sequences, oral history testimonies and first hand
ethnographic material blend together in a thrilling artistic collage
telling the fascinating story of enlightenment as a history between
reality, fiction and propaganda.

NICO
ANGIULI

BJÖRN
REINHARDT

FABRIZIO
BELLOMO

ECKEHARD
PISTRICK

Italy | 2017 | 52’

UK | 2018 | 56’

THE ADRIATIC MIRAGE - TERENZIO
TOCCI THE ARBERESHE

WASHED BY THE MOON

The migration of a people or of one man is dictated by various
necessities. The experience of Terenzio Tocci demonstrates how
one can emigrate for an ideal of the Homeland extended to a
universal concept. Terenzio Tocci, stubborn and full of Mazziniani
ideals, embarks on a revolutionary path, from Italian, in favor of
the Nation and the People from which it originated: Albania.

Washed by the Moon is a celebration of Albanian polyphonic
singing and the resilience of tradition in the face of inevitable
change. Singers of Kënga Labe from across three generations
explain their deep spiritual connection to and through their
songs.

GILBERTO
MARTINELLI

DAN
SHUTT

Switzerland | 2018 | 66’

ZVICRA
With its massive immigrant population, Switzerland has always
been a place of a double search: first, how is the country’s
DNA evolving as it constantly redefines itself? Second, how do
these foreigners articulate their search for identity in the midst
of uncertainty and constant need to define the “self” in tangible
terms? “Zvicra” (which means “Switzerland” in Albanian) highlights
the complexity of lost and rediscovered identities in Switzerland.

FISNIK
MAXHUNI
BENOÎT
GONCERUT

Albania | 2017 | 50’

Albania | 2018 | 50’

LIGHT

THE BRIDE IN BLACK

The “ LIGHT” film documentary deals with the life and
work of well known Albanian photographer Gjon Mili, his
beginnings as an immigrant in America, the application of
innovation and pioneering techniques in photography, his
journey through his photos with the famous people to StopAction Photograph of ‘Drop of Water’ as it Falls and Finally
Splashes… the essence of life.

“The Bride in black” brings for the first time through documents
and film scenes the life path of dissident and first albanian writer
Musine Kokalari. The film sheds light on the unimaginable series
of tragic events that accompanied the founder of the Social
Democratic Party of Albania, the organizer of the first opposition
group in Albania, the “Democratic Union” and the author of the
book “Songs of the Gjirokastra Wedding”. The documentary,
among other things, answers the question: What is the role of
Enver and Nexhmie Hoxha and Western allies in this whole story?

DOC +

YLLKA
GJOLLESHA
SUELA
BAKO

ILIR
LLURI

Kosovo | 2017 | 90’

SARABANDE

TO WANT, TO NEED, TO LOVE

Sarabande started as a personal documentary on the classical
music virtuoso Petrit who back in 2014 was about to record the
Bach Cello Suites in Spain. But then it became a road movie
on borders and illegality. To later be wrapped into a journey of
two friends traveling between the invented ideas of Orient and
Occident, past and future.

The filmmaker follows three participants in an ambitious
performance art project including his own apathetic brother
and a couple on the verge of a breakup as they travel from
Pristina to Belgrade to Zurich, inspired by the question:
What do you believe in?

KALTRINA
KRASNIQI

ILIR
HASANAJ

DOC +

Kosovo | 2018 | 35’

TIFF
CLASSICS

Children | Albania | 1973 | 40’

SPOILED MIMOZA
(MIMOZA LLASTICA)
Afer refusing to share her toys with her friends in the
apartment building where her family lives, the stubborn
Mimoza becomes known as “the spoiled one”. Soon Mimoza
begins to feel lonely and realizes that she misses the joy and
happiness provided by her friends, in spite of the care and
attention given to by her grandmother and par- ents. Filled
with regret, Mimoza decides to change her spoiled ways and
is reunited with her group of friends playing together in the
building square.
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The Fairs by Ioana Neophytou | Greece | 14'
The Award by Lidija Mojsovska | Macedonia | 16'
The Ham Massage by David Jovanovich | Serbia | 13'
The Fairs by Ioana Neophytou | Greece | 14'
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The Ham Massage by David Jovanovich | Serbia | 13'
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A

MARUBI FILM ACADEMY
NOVEMBER 8, 2018, 11:00

An inspiring overview of the creative & production challenges
of making IN PRAISE OF NOTHING, a whistleblowing
documentary parody about Nothing, in which Nothing, tired
of being misunderstood, runs away from home and comes to
address us for the first & last time.
The global project started in bankrupt Serbia as a pure
rhetorical provocation by a self-taught filmmaker and took 8
years to make, shuffling its way through 20.000 pages of a
most eclectic bibliography, which ended up being distilled,
to its author’s great surprise, in childish verse narration,
read by Iggy Pop, scored by cabaret grandmasters The
Tiger Lillies and illustrated by ‘documentary footage of
Nothing’, filmed in 70 countries by 62 cinematographers,
superstars and beginners alike, who first got carte blanche
and then increasingly precise instructions from the director,
as collectively discussed through a unique custom-made
anonymous online brainstorm platform.

The film eventually got record domestic support, coproduction funding from a politically antagonistic country,
highly competitive French film monies, the first ever
European Union grant to a Serbian film project, art-world
support from Geneva to Buenos Aires, IDFA’s production
grant and prebuys from eight European broadcasters,
including a web-series version. It premiered in Locarno,
secured German, UK & US theatrical distribution and
ultimately a selection in IDFA’s Masters 2017.
The lecture will be preceded by an in-class screening of the
film.
Boris Mitić is playing blitz chess for money, that he then
spends on breakfast. 4 films, 200+ festivals, 20 awards, 20+
broadcasters, global lecturing track record.
Filmography: Pretty Dyana (2003), Unmik Titanik (2004),
Goodbye, How Are You? (2009), In Praise of Nothing (2017)
Recommendations: Viktor Kossakovsky, [Michael
Glawogger], Anne Parker (Sheffield DocFest), Jani
Thiltges (EAVE), Mikael Opstrup (European Documentary
Network), [Peter Wintonick] (IDFA Academy), Martichka
Bozhilova (Balkan Documentary Center), Hana Rezkova
(Institute of Documentary Film), Asja Makarević (Sarajevo
Talent Campus), Nilotpal Majumdar (DocEdge Kolkata),
Ali Khechen (Qumra Doha), Abir Hashem (Docudays
Beirut), Manuela Buono (DocAtWork Firenze), Chung Lixin
(Taipei Film School), Diana Ingraham (Silverdocs), Peteris
Krilovs (Riga Film Academy), Yair Lev (Greenhouse/Sam
Spiegel Film School), Stefano Tealdi (Doc in Europe),
Leena Pasanen (Dok.Leipzig), Noe Mendelle (Scottish
Documentary Institute), Nick Higgins (University of
Edinburgh), Stephen Schoefeld (UQAM Montreal), Mille
Haynes (CPH:LAB), Jean Perret (HEAD Geneva)

Contact:
+385.91.1255.845
boris@dribblingpictures.com
www.dribblingpictures.com

awards
best feature FILM

Golden owl

best director
best screenplay
best cinematography
best editing “luc barnier”
best eye on tiff

golden owl

best short FILM
best LIVE ACTION

golden owl

best animation
silver owl
best documentary
bEST Documentary Full-length
bEST Documentary short & mid length
best VIDEO ART & experimental
best student film
bEST BALKAN FILM

silver owl

best FILM in albanian silver owl
MEDIA Award
BEST DEBUT FILM “ron holloway”
AUDIENCE CHOICE award

VENUES
1 KINEMA MILLENNIUM

Murat Toptani St, Tirana
Phone: 04 225 3654

3 TEATRI I KUKULLAVE

Rruga Çamëria, Tiranë 1000
Phone: 04 222 2446

2 TEATRI KOMBETAR

EKSPERIMENTAL
Rruga Sermedin Said Toptani
Phone: 04 227 8158

4 KINO BAR

Blloku, Tirana
Phone: 069 210 5785

NONA RESTAURANT
Toptani Shopping Center
Rr. Abdi Toptani Tirane , 1001
Phone: +355 68 555 4101
6th floor

HOTEL ORESTI
Rruga Bardhok Biba,
Tiranë 1001
Phone: 068 202 2313

DELANO RESTAURANT
George W Bush Nr 20,
Perballe Parlamentit,
Kulla 1 Kati 2, Tiranë 1001
Phone: +355 67 333 5266

HOTEL AUSTRIA
Rruga e Dibres, Nr.18,
(9 kateshet)
Tirana - Albania
Mobile: +355688017915
Phone: +355 (04) 2256435

MERKATA E PESHKUT
Sheshi Avni Rustemi
Pazari I RI, Tirana 1001
Phone: +355 68 206 5153

HOTEL LIVIA
Rruga Qemal Stafa 47, AL-Tirana
Tel. +355 (4) 2229188
Cel. +355 682041298
Fax +355 (4) 2229464
liviaposhnjari@yahoo.com

3
2

4

1

Urgjenca Mjekësore /
Emergency Services:
127 / 25 33 64, 22 22 35, 25 33 65

Mother Teresa Airport:
236 21 37 / 237 12 01 / 223 48 54

Policia / Police:
Ndërhyrja e shpejtë:
129

SPEED Taxi:
+355 69 60 76780
00355 69 60 222 55
00355 66 66 666 33
Email: info@speedtaxi.al

Farmaci nate / Night Drugstore:
222 22 41

ALBARENT / Rent a Car Albania:
0682049911, 0686046902

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY DAY 19:00
MILLENIUM TERACE

WINE & FOOD

JU URON SHI(J)KIM
TË KËNDSHËM!

TIRANA FILM INSTITUTE
Adr: Njësia Bashkiake Nr.5,
Pall. 1 Maj, Shk.18/54, 1022
Tirana Albania | P.O. Box 8361 |
Phone: +355672088771
facebook.com/TiranaFilmInstitute
http://www.tiranafilmfest.com
info@tiranafilmfest.com
facebook.com/TiranaFilmFest
twitter.com/TiranaFilmFest
instagram.com/tiranafilmfestival
youtube.com/user/TiranaFilmFestival1
vimeo.com/tiranaiffestival

